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INTRODUCTION 

Home management which is an important part of homemaking 

has a definite influence on family life. Good management is 

necessary if family life is to be satisfying to all members 

of the family. 

The need for an organized program in home management 

has been apparent to teachers in the field of adult educa-

tion. Requests by homemakers for information on home man-

agement have become increasingly numerous. 

New products and equipment that have appeared in the 

market in recent years have increased the homemaker's need 

for information as a consumer and custodian of the family's 

finances. 

The increased tempo of modern life has brought with it 

many opportunities for activities outside of the home with 

the result that women are desiring more free time. 

Science and invention have brought many changes in home 

life in general. Much of the home production has diminished 

in both quantity and kind. Family life has been altered in 

numerous instances with each member pursuing his own inter-

ests which are separate and apart from interests of other 



members of the family. Thus many of the former ties that 

bound families closely together have in many cases disap-

peared almost entirely. 

Homemaking today with its numerous and wide variety of 

responsibilities and activities to be performed requires 

management. Whether that management is good or poor depends 

much upon the ability and education of the homemaker in the 

planning and organizing of home work. 

Women today are realizing that they must become profi-

cient enough in home management to weld together the var-

ious phases of homemaking to enrich family life and give it 

substance. 

Education in management as it relates to home life 

should aid the homemaker in her managerial activities and 

thus increase her opportunities for success in homemaking. 

Because home management instruction for adults is a compar-

atively new venture in Home Economics, there has been some 

confusion in regard to what to offer, how, when and where 

to offer it. 

This study was made to aid teachers of adults in the 

field of Home Economics or any others engaged in instruc-

tion in home management. Important aspects of this study 



were: (a) To organize a program of instruction in home man-

agement for adult education groups in Home Economics, and 

(b) to plan teaching guides in the form of detailed units 

in home management for the teachers of such groups. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

A review of literature showed that no study of this 

nature had been reported on home management for adult vo-

cational groups. However, several similar ones have been 

made in other areas of subject matter, though chiefly for 

adult extension groups. 

Smurthwalte (1931) organized a program in foods and nu-

trition after the unit problem plan for use in extension 

teaching and included guide sheets for the local leaders 

for each problem. She stated that adult home economics pro-

grams should be planned to help the homemaker to be a better 

manager of her resources, to be able to develop an atmos-

phere of restfulness, orderliness, and sociability in the 

home and to have more time for leisure. She based her pro-

gram upon a survey that she made of the farm women's needs, 

interests and activities in relation to foods and nutrition. 

The units of her program were: An adequate diet and a good 



state of nutrition; Managing the food activities efficiently; 

and The rural community and its food responsibilities. 

A study was made by Lyness (1932) who reorganized the 

homemaking program in Kansas on the unit problem basis. She 

made detailed plans for the units, including helps of var-

ious types for teachers of adult classes. The units, grouped 

according to areas of Home Economics follow. 

Group I. Child Care 

1. The Growing Child and His Happiness. 
2. Preparing for the New Baby. 
3. Care and Training of the Runabout Child. 

4. The School Child and His Development. 
5. Ups and Downs of the Teen Age. 

Group II. Clothing and Textiles 

1. How to Dress Becomingly. 
2. Smart Frocks for Home and Street. 
3. Suitable Clothes for Children. 
4. The Charm of Old Garments Made New. 
5. Short Cuts in Home Sewing. 
6. How to Get the Most for Money in Clothing. 
7. How to Judge Household Fabrics. 
8. Selecting and Care of Undergarments. 
9. Effective Use of Patterns. 

Group III. Health and Home Care of the Sick 

1. Maintaining Family Health. 
2. The Use of Home Equipment in Caring for the Sick. 
3. Health of the Home and Community. 

4. First Aid in the Home. 

Group IV. Foods and Nutrition 

1. Planning the Three Meals a Day. 



2. Easy Guest Meals. 
3. Food for the Growing Child. 
4. Home Suppers for the Business Woman Homemaker. 
5. Entertaining Our Friends at Meal Time. 
6. Putting the Stretch Into the Food Dollar. 

Group V. Home Interests 

1. Making Our Homes Attractive. 
2. Refinishing the Home Furniture. 
3. The Convenient Kitchen. 

4. Improving Our Household Equipment. 
5. Steps to the Well Managed Home. 
6. Getting Your Money's Worth in Buying. 
7. Managing the Family Dollar. 
8. Home Life and Hospitality. 
9. The Family of Today. 

10. Beautifying the Home Grounds. 

Allen (1936) developed a program in food buying for use 

in extension groups. She followed the unit-problem plan of 

organization because it has been found highly desirable in 

extension teaching. She included guide sheets for the local 

leaders. The units included: How to be an intelligent 

buyer of foods; How to buy fruits and vegetables; How to buy 

meats and fish; How to buy staple foods; and How to buy 

cheese, fats, and oils. The bases for the units and their 

detailed plans were a survey of the food buying practices 

of 224 Kansas farm women who were members of cooperative ex-

tension groups and Allen's knowledge and experience derived 

from extension teaching. 

Oberhelman (1938) followed the unit problem method in 



planning detailed units in food preservation for use by ex-

tension groups. She said that she used this method because 

it challenged and aroused the interest and directed the 

thinking of the learner. She had found that this method of 

organization was one that could easily be adapted to the 

various needs and interests of the members of the extension 

groups. The following units were developed in detail; How 

to preserve fruits; How to preserve vegetables; How to Pre-

serve meats; How to make jellies, preserves and marmalades; 

and How to make pickles and relishes. Guides in planning 

her units were the questions on food preservation asked of 

the departments of Home Economics in Extension and Food Eco-

nomics and Nutrition at Kansas State College, and of Home 

Demonstration Agents in Kansas together with the knowledge 

and experience of Oberhelman in relation to farm womens' 

problems in food preservation. 

METHOD OF PROCEDURE 

Studies made of the activities of homemakers in relation 

to home management were reviewed and from a summarization 

of their findings a list of the needs of homemakers in re-

gard to home management as it relates to family life was 



formulated. 

Outlines of units offered in home management in adult 

homemaking programs in other states were reviewed. On the 

basis of the needs of homemakers, the suggestions of other 

programs in home management and the personal experience of 

the investigator, a program in home management for adults 

was planned on the unit, problem basis. 

Detailed plans, including teaching helps for teachers 

of adult classes in home management, were made for the units. 

The unit plans during their preparation were checked by 

members of the departments of Household Economics and Educa-

tion, teachers of adult classes, and supervisors of adult 

homemaking programs. Most of the plans were tried out by 

the investigator in adult classes during the year 1939-40. 

The unit plans were then revised and again checked by 

members of the departments of Household Economics and Educa-

tion, after which they were put into final form. 

THE ADULT PROGRAM IN HOME MANAGEMENT 
AS IT RELATES TO FAMILY LIFE 

The Program of Instruction 

The unit problem method of organization is used in the 



development of this program of instruction because it has 
been found adaptable in teaching adult groups. It is defi-
nite, understandable, interesting and convenient to use. The 
unit problem method makes use of the association of ideas 
and experiences of the pupils and facilitates the selection 
of subject matter and experiences to fit varying needs and 
interests. This method of organization is especially con-
venient for a course covering several phases in the area of 
home management. 

Seven units are planned for the programs. The length 
of the units varies according to the nature of the unit pre-
sented. On the average, a unit consists of eight lessons. 
Each lesson is stated in the form of a problem and directs 
the thinking to the solving of practical problems of home 
life. An effort has been made to include material suitable 
for the varied educational experiences and abilities of the 
adults who may make up the group. 

The relationship between home management and family life 
has been emphasized. The application of each problem to the 
individual home and further study of each problem presented, 
has been encouraged in the teaching methods suggested. 

In addition to teaching points for each problem, sugges-
tions have been given for an approach to the lesson, ques-



tions for discussion, illustrative materials that might be 

used to introduce the lesson or to emphasize points already 

introduced. Suggested activities for the meetings and ac-

tivities for the homemakers to do at home have been given. 

References have been selected with both teacher and 

learner in mind. Both technical and elementary material 

are given in the references whenever possible. The teacher 

should decide which ones of those listed are adaptable to 

the particular needs of the members of the group. She is 

encouraged to recommend sources of information desired by 

the homemakers in the group. 

Visual material such as educational films have frequently 

been suggested, a description given of each, and where it 

may be obtained. 

Definition of Home Management 

"Home Management may be defined as the planning and the 

guiding or directing of the use of human and material re-

sources for the optimal development of the individual mem-

bers and the family within the home and in relation to other 

individuals and groups." 

Needs of Homemakers in Home Management 

1. Recognition of homemaking as an important vocation. 



2. Realization that management is a fundamental part of 

homemaking. 

3. Information that will help them to evaluate, organize, 

and plan their work efficiently. 

4. Information on how to coordinate tasks in order to save 

time and energy. 

5. A knowledge of business procedures as they pertain to 

homemaking activities. 

6. Information that will help in evaluating the needs and 

desires of the family members in regard to 

7. Information on how to secure cooperation of family mem-

bers in planning the expenditures. 

8. A knowledge of economic and social forces as they effect 

the home. 

9. Ability to manage the income so that the family may be 

adequately provided for at the present and financially 

secure in the future. 

10. Ability to evaluate and establish desirable standards. 

a. For the performance of tasks involved in housekeep-

Clothing 
Foods 
Gifts 
Housing 
Personal expenditures 
Automobile 

Savings and investments 
Health 
Development 
Leisure 
Operating expenses 

ing and homemaking 



b. For the physical environment of the family. 

c. For the social life of the family including the 
use of leisure. 

d. For the savings of the family. 

e. For the development and maintenance of positive 
health. 

11. Information that will be a basis for evaluating the rel-

ative importance of tasks or activities performed in the 

home. 

12. Satisfaction from management and performance of home ac-

tivities. 

13. Adjustment techniques that will enable family members to 

live in harmony and security in their environment. 

14. Knowledge of desirable family relationships and how to 

obtain them. 

15. More leisure time in order to develop as individuals and 

to protect health. 

16. An understanding of the value of cleanliness and order-

liness as they contribute to happy family life including: 

a. The house and its surroundings. 

b. Household linen and personal clothing. 

c. Personal grooming and cleanliness. 

17. Knowledge that will enable homemakers to evaluate time, 

energy, and money in activities and industries in such 



a way as to provide for optimal growth and satisfaction 

of family members. 

Guiding Principles 

1. The adult Home Economics program should provide instruc-

tion in home management as it relates to family life. 

2. An understanding and appreciation of the relationship of 

home management to a wholesome home environment should be 

emphasized. 

3. The home management program should provide for the devel-

opment of cooperation among the family members in the home 

and in the community. 

4. The home management program should be definite and speci-

fic but adjustable to fit the needs of the family and the 

community. 

5. The unit-problem-plan of organization is a desirable one 

to use in the home management program for adults. 

6. Units in home management should be based on the interests 

and needs of homemakers and their families. 

7. Detailed plans of units in home management are much 

needed to assist teachers of adult Home Economics courses, 

Objectives 

1. To develop respect, pride and interest in homemaking as 



a vocation. 

2. To provide a home environment in which all members of the 

family have opportunity for optimum development and whole-

some family relationships. 

3. To understand the relation of home management to a whole-

some home environment. 

4. To maintain a desirable standard of living in the home. 

5. To adjust the mode of living in the home to the changing 

economic and social conditions and to help improve these 

conditions as they affect the home. 

6. To secure and use information as it becomes available in 

the various phases of homemaking. 

7. To evaluate the activities of the family as they relate 

to the ultimate satisfaction for all its members. 

8. To create an interest in developing some ability in the 

managerial skills of homemaking. 

9. To recognize the importance of the aesthetic, spiritual 

and practical values in homemaking. 

10. To be aware of the opportunities and responsibilities 

to improve home and family life. 

11. To solve problems of home and family life in an increas-

ingly satisfactory way. 

12. To maintain a balanced program of homemaking activities 
that will contribute to wholesome family life. 



The Units 

1. The Family in the Home and Community. 

2. The Homemaker as a Manager. 

3. Managing the House and Equipment. 

4. The Management of the Family's Finances. 

5. Shortening the Work Hours. 

6. Leisure Time for Personal Development. 

7. The Homemaker and Her Paid Helpers. 



THE DETAILED UNIT PLANS 

UNIT I. THE FAMILY IN THE HOME AND COMMUNITY 

Generalizations 

1. A well managed home is essential for the security, happi-

ness, and optimal development of the family members. 

2. Each aspect of homemaking should be conceived and planned 

to give opportunity for individual growth and enduring 

human values. 

3. The home needs creative and intelligent leadership, fam-

ily unity and cooperation. 

4. The family's standard of living should be within its re-

sources. 

5. The development of desirable character traits in family 

members increases their enjoyment of home living and 

makes better citizens. 

6. No household practice or skill should be taught without 

considering its influence on human relationships in the 

home. 

7. A satisfying home helps develop a wholesome point of view 

toward life. 



8. Homemakers who successfully direct the lives of family 

members are conscious of the separate and often conflict-

ing interests of the group and are able to adjust them 

in such a way that all are given fair consideration. 

9. The community reflects the ideals and standards of its 

homes and family members. 

10. One duty of the home is to furnish the community with 

citizens who are economically and socially responsible. 

11. The home and community determine in large part the in-

terests, ambitions and activities of their members. 

12. The family should be aware of and work for desirable im-

provement in the community. 

15. The community should protect its present and future gen-

erations. 

14. The community should provide desirable recreational fa-
cilities. 

The Problems 

1. How can desirable family relationships be obtained? 
2. What changes have taken place in home life? 
3. What is the relationship between management and success-

ful home life? 
4. How can my home provide for the development of all its 

members? 



5. How may privacy be provided for the family? 
6. How does my home aid in developing good citizenship? 
7. How can my family help secure desirable improvements in 

the community? 

Problem 1. How Can Desirable Family Relationships 
Be Obtained? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The home should develop a sense of security in each mem-
ber. 

2. Respect for and pride in the achievements of family mem-
bers encourages wholesome relationships. 

3. Respect for another's personality should be developed in 
the home. 

4. Courtesy, kindness, understanding, and consideration for 
others when exemplified in the home increase the happi-
ness of the family members and their value to society. 

5. Family members who face reality are better able to direct 
themselves and others. 

6. The physical, mental, moral, and spiritual development of 
the family members should be respected. 



7. Privacy and property rights of each family member should 

be respected. 

8. Good management should lead to a tranquil atmosphere 

where opportunity for growth and freedom prevails. 

9. Working and playing together in the home offers opportun-

ity for better understanding among family members. 

Approach. 

Great contrasts are often seen in the relationships of 

family members in various homes in a community. In some 

homes there is a peaceful calmness that has a relaxing effect 

on all who enter the home. There are other homes where dis-

content and strife seem to stir up the atmosphere until peace 

and security vanish. Then we find many homes between these 

two extremes which take on the characteristics of the first 

home at one time and the second at another time. Desirable 

relationships require thought and insight into the causes of 

harmony, security, and individual personality development if 

the problem of obtaining the right kind of relationships is 

to be solved. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How do the character traits of family members affect the 

happiness in the home? 
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2. How may we encourage family members to share their ex-

periences? 

3. How can the home develop a sense of security? 

4. How does ability to face reality affect the development 

of personality in the family members? 

5. How may the family's attitude toward property rights af-

fect family relationships? 

6. How does home management affect family relationships? 

7. How can working and playing together in the home contri-

bute to a better understanding of family members? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Posters or pictures of parents and children enjoying 

their leisure time together, such as fishing, swimming, or 

carrying on hobbies that are mutually enjoyable. 

Posters showing family members sharing work in a compan-

ionship manner. 

Educational film dealing with family problems. Human 

relation series, on Human Relations. Alice Adams, excerpt. 

(dance sequence). 15 min. No. 177. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Presentation and discussion of case problems of family 

relationships and how desirable relationships may be ob-

tained. 



Show educational film listed above, or similar one, and 
follow with discussion of the human relationships involved 
and how they could have been improved. 

Activities for Home. 
Read articles on family relationships in popular home 

magazines, parent education periodicals or in other maga-
zines or books. Plan to report on these briefly at next 
class meeting. 

Talk over with family members some problem in family re-
lationships confronting your family at the present time. 

Use some of the suggested methods for developing whole-
some family relationships and note their effectiveness or 
desirability. 
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Problem 2. What Changes Have Taken 
Place in Home Life? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Science and inventions have caused many family ties to 

be broken. 

2. Family members are also less dependent on each other eco-

nomically and socially. 

3. Families are dependent largely on money income for family 

support. 

4. Much of the home production has been taken from the home. 

5. Science and invention have developed many new occupations 

which take family members away from the home many hours 

of the day. 

6. Commercialized forms of recreation are substituted for 

recreation in the homes. 

7. The interests of the family members are more varied than 

formerly. 

8. Families live in more crowded quarters with less space 

allowed for recreation, home production, and pure clean 

air. 

9. Privacy and freedom from annoying sounds are more diffi-

cult to obtain. 



10. Life is more hurried with less time taken for relaxation 

and reflection. 

11. New and improved household equipment make work in the 

home easier and free time and energy for personal devel-

opment. 

12. The telephone, radio and automobile have brought many 

educational opportunities to the family. 

13. Modern plumbing has raised the family's standard for 

sanitation and cleanliness. 

Approach. 

Great contrasts are evident between the homes today and 

those of a generation ago. It is only since the first World 

War of 1914-18 that bathtubs, electric lights, automobiles, 

telephones, radios, moving pictures, and power home equip-

ment have come into general use. Imagine the change in work-

ing conditions in a home today as compared with those in 

Washington's home at Mt. Vernon. In Kansas 60 years ago, 

there were only a few small towns dotted over the prairies, 

most of them from 20 to 40 miles apart. Water was carried 

into the house from a distance and in many of the smaller 

homes the men slept in a loft over the living room or kitchen 

Everyone was busy with the farm work from six year old Johnny 



who helped carry in wood and hunt eggs, to Grandpa and 
Grandma, who helped with the garden and the work about the 
house. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How have science and inventions made living conditions 

today different from pioneer days? 
2. How have new means of communication brought changes in 

family life? 
3. In what ways has modern plumbing brought changes in Amer-

ican homes? 
4. What changes has electricity brought to the modern home? 
5. How have science and invention affected privacy in the 

modern home? 
6. How do new occupations which have resulted from inventions 

affect home life? 
7. What commercialized recreation does the family enjoy due 

to science and invention? 
8. How does home production affect family life? 
9. What ties that formerly bound family members together are 

less evident today? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Pictures showing home conditions in pioneer days. 



Pictures showing tools used in pioneer days contrasted 
with modern working equipment. 

Pictures or posters showing family members working to-
gether. 

Pictures showing inventions which have greatly influenced 
home life. 

Movies showing life in colonial or pioneer days as con-
trasted with modern life, followed by discussion. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Compare the modern home tools and equipment with those 

used in the pioneer homes as to cost and efficiency. List 
equipment used in homes today that is considered essential 
and compare its cost with equipment that was considered es-
sential in pioneer days. 

Activities for Home. 
Check your home for influences which bind your family 

members together and for influences that might cause a dis-
integration of family ties. 

Discuss with family members the goals of family life and 
ways to reach these goals. 

Discuss methods of meeting adequately some of the prob-
lems of modern home life. 
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Problem 3. How Can Privacy Be Provided 
For the Family? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Privacy offers quietness and includes freedom to keep to 

one's self, one's physical body, thoughts, emotions, and 

property. 

2. Privacy is important for the preservation of mental health. 



3. Every family should respect the privacy of other families 
and their members. 

4. Every family should attempt to provide the maximum amount 
of privacy for each member of the family. 

5. Adequate space and arrangement of rooms make provision 
for privacy easier. 

6. Changes in the location or structure of the house in which 
the family lives may improve the conditions necessary for 
maintaining privacy in the home. 

7. Understanding and a cooperative attitude on the part of 
the family members are essential for the maintenance of 
privacy. 

8. Careful management may make possible some privacy even in 
small apartments or homes. 

Approach. 
The importance of privacy cannot be overestimated. Though 

it has long been necessary for people to seek privacy it is 
probably more needed today than ever before. In Biblical 
times we find Christ leaving his disciples while he went up 
on the mountain to commune with God and reflect on his prob-
lems. Today with noise, walls, streets, radios, and crowds 
of people in business areas and recreation areas, it is much 
more important that privacy be provided than it was in the 



rural and pastoral life of an earlier day. Essential as pri-

vacy is, many people find it difficult to have that which is 

needed for sound mental health. We should try to find ways 

of making this privacy possible. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What is privacy? 

2. Why is privacy important? 

3. What do we mean when we say that every family should re-

spect the privacy of other families and their members? 

4. How can we provide privacy for our family members? 

5. How does the arrangement and size of rooms affect the 

privacy of the family members? 

6. How does storage space affect the privacy of the family 

members? 

7. How does the attitude of the family members affect the 

privacy of the home? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Pictures or diagrams showing how privacy is affected by 

arrangement of rooms and storage space. 

Pictures or posters showing inadequate provision for 

privacy due to crowded homes. 

Pictures or diagrams showing how yard space affects pri-

vacy. 



Activities for Meetings. 

Bring to class pictures of equipment used to increase 

privacy in the home. 

List ways privacy can be increased in a home. 

Activities for Home. 

Check your own house and surroundings for their contri-

bution to privacy. 

Try to develop an attitude among the family members 

which will cause them to respect the privacy of others. 

Practice respecting the privacy of others in the commun-

ity. 
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Problem 4. What is the Relationship Between 
Management and Successful Home Life? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Poor management often brings unhappiness and a feeling of 

inadequacy; good management results in accomplishment and 
gives a feeling of mastery. 



2. A good home manager recognizes the importance of develop-
ing skill in reducing the time and energy in performance 
of work. 

3. A good home management plan provides for periods of rest 
and recreation as well as work. 

4. Good home management is necessary if the many details of 
the homemaking tasks are to be properly related. 

5. Cooperation in the home depends on good management. 
6. A good home manager recognizes that the house and other 

material resources exist for the satisfaction and happi-
ness of the members of the family. 

7. Serenity and order are the result of a well managed home. 

Approach. 
Probably the relationship between management and family 

life is seldom realized to the extent that it should be. 
Sometimes we find women who always appear to have their work 
under control, yet never seem to be hurried or overworked. 
At other times we see women who always seem to be busy but 
they feel they are accomplishing nothing of consequence. 
Others work feverishly for long hours one or two days a week 
and then are too tired to even keep routine tasks up to stan-
dard the remainder of the time. 

Each woman was not born adequate or inadequate in hand-



ling her home problems. Each reacted to her work according 

to her education or lack of education together with the 

thought, judgment and foresight she possessed. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What may be the results of poor management? 

2. How are manipulative skills and abilities related to good 

management? 

3. How shall we evaluate work, rest and recreation in the 

family's plan? 

4. How shall we decide the importance of our tasks? 

5. How is the cooperation of the family members related to 

good management? 

6. How will the family council aid in the development of co-

operation among family members? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Movie - "You and Your Child". 374. U.S.D.A. Office of 

Motion Pictures. Washington, D. C. 2 reels. 16 mm. silent 

and sound. 35 mm. silent or sound. Loan. 1937. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Show movie, "You and Your Child", and discuss the family 

life situations exemplified. 



Contrast homemaking vs housekeeping attitudes in rela-
tion to family relationships. 

Activities for Home. 
Discuss problems of home management with family members 

in the family council. 
Make a schedule for the day with provision for one-third 

of the time allotted to rest and recreation; one-third for 
sleep; and one-third for work. Follow this schedule for a 
given time. Report results and needed changes. 

Make a time and motion study of the care of dishes and 
note the saving in time and energy. 
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Problem 5. What Responsibility Does My Home 
Have for the Development of Its Members? 

Teaching Points. 
1. The home should provide for all members of the family to 

participate in some of its activities. 



2. Problems dealing with the home should be solved by the 

family members as a group. 

3. The home should provide for the spiritual development of 

its members. 

4. The moral training of the family members should find its 

basis in the home. 

5. The home should contribute to the social development of 

its members. 

6. The home is largely responsible for providing and main-

taining conditions conducive to good mental and physical 

health. 

7. The home should provide various kinds of work, recreation, 

and social contacts which will aid in the development of 

its members. 

8. The home and the community have a responsibility for de-

veloping desirable citizens by providing a wholesome en-

vironment. 

9. The home should provide learning situations for the devel-

opment of special skills and abilities of its members. 

Approach. 
Comparatively few parents realize the extent to which 

their children reflect their home life. We are all products 

of our home. In our ideals, our attitudes, and our ambitions 
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our homes are reflected. The words spoken in the home to 

or about other people, and the behavior of the family mem-

bers toward others make their impressions on the minds of 

children. Probably even more important than the witting be-

havior of parents is their unwitting behavior. The home is 

the basis of our civilization. Parents must assume respon-

sibility for maintaining good home life if the home is to 

fulfill its purpose. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How can we make our home a cooperative enterprise? 

2. How can the home provide for the spiritual development of 

its members? 

3. How can the home provide the right moral instruction? 

4. How can the home contribute to the social development of 

its members? 

5. What provision should be made for the mental and physical 

health of the family? 

6. What provision should be made in the home for the develop-

ment of work habits? 

7. How can the home help its members develop a desirable 

philosophy of life? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Pictures showing living conditions in slum areas. 
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Pictures or posters showing new type of city planning to 

provide recreational facilities, safety, and improved health 

conditions. 

Educational film - "Challenge of the Slums". 10 min. 

16 mm. silent. rent $2.00. Garrison Film Distributers 

Inc. 1600 Broadway, New York. 1936. 

Pictures showing parent and child, or two or more child-

ren, cooperating in their home activities. 

"Gasolene Alley" comic strips and others which show value 

of home situations in teaching a philosophy of life. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Bring to class an example of a comic strip or cartoon 

that shows influence of family life on its members. 

Discuss the importance of the home and how it can pro-

vide for the development of its members. 

Show short film, "Challenge of the Slums", and discuss 

its merits from the standpoint of desirable family relation-

ships. 

A "home movie" made by an amateur may be used if it shows 

family relationships. 

Make a list of some ways the home can contribute to de-

velopment of its members. 



Activities for Home. 

Discuss with family members ways to improve your home 

life. 

Check home for adequacy in developing certain desirable 

character traits. 

Read articles in "Parents Magazine", "Child Life", and 

other magazines dealing with child development and family 

relationships. Prepare a 3 minute report of one of the ar-

ticles to give at meeting. 
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Problem 6. How Can the Home Develop Good Citizens? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The home should provide training for community responsi-

bility. 

2. A democratic home life gives opportunities for training 



in citizenship. 

3. The home should give such training in thrift and money 

management as will lead to economic independence. 

4. A sense of responsibility for one's conduct should be de-
veloped in each family member. 

5. The importance of the influence one exerts on others 

should be recognized. 

6. The responsibility for the social, mental, moral, and 

spiritual development of members of the home and commun-

ity should be assumed by the family. 

7. The home should help its members to control selfish in-

terests for the good of society. 

8. Interest and participation in worth while civic and gov-

ernmental enterprises should be encouraged by the home. 

9. The quality of the conversation in the home colors the 

thinking of the family members. 

10. Children should be given responsibility in the home. 
11. Love of one's fellowmen should be developed in the home. 

Approach. 
Sometimes we think that being a good citizen means giving 

our lives for our country in the time of an emergency such 
is war. Citizenship is much broader than this and its re-
sponsibilities include more than this sacrifice. Every day 



good citizens are needed. Sometimes greater responsibili-

ties rest on citizens during peace time than during war. It 

is possible war could be eliminated and security established 

forever if citizens in every country lived by the Golden 

Rule. Homes have a great responsibility in the development 

of good citizenship. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What responsibilities does the home have in the develop-

ment of good citizenship? 

2. How can we live effectively in a democracy? 

3. What training should be given for economic independence? 

4. How can responsibility for one's conduct be developed? 

5. To what extent are we responsible for others? 

6. What is the home's responsibility for the social, mental, 

moral, and spiritual development of the members of the 

family and community? 

7. How may selfish interests be controlled for the good of 

society? 

8. What civic responsibilities should we all assume? 

9. How does conversation in the home affect the development 

of good citizenship? 



Illustrative Materials. 

Case situations showing contrast between good and poor 

citizenship. 

List of the evidences of good and poor citizenship as 

seen in meeting place of the class. 

Educational film - "Captains Courageous", excerpt. 

(Human relations series). 12 min. 16 mm. sound. rent. 

136.7. Commission on Human Relations, 45 Rockefeller Plaza. 

New York. 

Educational film - "Black Legion", excerpt. (Human re-

lations series). 29 min. 16 mm. sound. Commission on 

Human Relations, 45 Rockefeller Plaza, New York. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how the home may aid in the development of good 

citizens. 

Show or discuss educational film which may exert a harm-

ful influence on the community and contrast it with a film 

which may serve to create a desire for improvement in the 

citizens who see it. 

Activities for Home. 

Read an article in some magazine or book dealing with 

citizenship training. 



Recall an example of how your family has taught good 
citizenship. 

Plan ways to include citizenship training in your home. 
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Problem 7. How Can My Family Help Secure Desirable 
Improvements in the Community? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Every family should assume an active interest in commun-

ity improvement. 



2. The family should protect and preserve community property. 

3. The family should take an active interest in projects 

which make possible good schools, recreational facilities, 

and opportunities for spiritual development. 

4. Families should provide leaders in the community who are 

honest, courageous, and farsighted. 

5. Children can learn to participate in community affairs by-

working in such organizations as 4-H Clubs, Boy and Girl 

Scouts, and Junior civic activities. 

6. Every family should assume some responsibility for public 

welfare. 

Approach. 

"Let John do it", is the attitude of too many of us today 

when it comes to community responsibilities. Sometimes we 

find fine people of good character and worthy ambitions who 

are offenders when it comes to assuming community responsi-

bilities. Often we are content to just sit and watch. One 

is often reminded of what an elderly colored man said to his 

club of boys and girls, in an effort to stimulate their in-

terest in community affairs, "Yo aint agoin' no place, yo 

jest a standin' still". So many of us are willing to stand 

still, or even worse yet, to look back and long for the "good 

days" of long ago. How uncomfortable all of us would be if 



the good old days actually should return. Children and 

adults should take an active interest in the community and 

have a desire for making it a better place in which to live. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What educational social and economic assets does your 

community have? 

2. What opportunities for spiritual development does your 

community offer? 

3. How can your community be improved? 

4. How can my community increase its educational opportuni-

ties for its members? 

5. How can children participate in community enterprises? 

6. How may the family help protect and preserve community 

property? 

7. What responsibility should our family assume for others? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Pictures or posters showing ways the unfortunate are 

cared for through the cooperation of citizens. 

Exhibit of pictures of community improvements which have 

resulted from public spirited citizenship. 

Pictures of parks, playgrounds, and other recreational 

areas for public enjoyment. 
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Educational film - "Dead End", excerpt. (Childrens' se-

quence). (Human relations series). 13 min. 16 mm. sound. 

rent. Apply, Commission on Human Relations, 45 Rockefeller 

Plaza, New York. 

Activities for Meeting. 

Show educational film or pictures featuring results of 

slums, poverty, and destructive recreational forces. 

Discuss ways the family may help attain desirable im-

provements in the community. 

Make a survey of community needs and assets, and plan 

how to accomplish needed improvements. 

Activities for Home. 

Read articles dealing with social problems as given in 

newspapers. 

Participate in a community improvement activity. 

Encourage your children to plant and care for trees and 

shrubs in the park, along highway, or in a wind break area. 

In the family council plan ways to help less fortunate 

neighbors. 

Discuss with family members the improvements which might 

be made in the community. 
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UNIT II. THE HOMEMAKER AS A MANAGER 

Generalizations 

1. The home is both a social and a business institution. 

2. The personnel of the family influences the management 

problems. 

3. The management of the home requires the formulation of 

definite policies. 

4. The family's standard of living should be within its in-

come. 

5. The home manager should evaluate the activities of the 

home and decide upon the time and importance to be given 

to each. 
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6. The amount of home production depends upon the location 
of the home and on the ages, interests, money income, 
and managerial abilities of the family members. 

7. The economic and social forces affecting the home should 
be evaluated. 

8. Good management provides for the development of human 
values in the home. 

9. Adequate material resources are assets in home manage-
ment. 

10. Family unity and cooperation are fundamentals for a suc-
cessful home. 

11. Ability to organize and to inspire others are essentials 
in a good home manager. 

12. The aim of good management is to stimulate physical, men-
tal, spiritual, and social growth in the family members 
and to promote happiness and satisfaction. 

13. The homemaker who is a good manager strives to make her 
home successful. 

14. A proper balance between work, sleep, and recreation con-
tributes to the success of the home. 

15. A knowledge of good business procedures is of value to 
the homemaker. 



Problems 

1. How may the home be compared to a commercial enterprise? 

2. What shall be the family's policies in managing its home? 

3. How do economic and social forces influence the manage-

ment of our home? 

4. What shall be our standard of living? 

5. How can home management aid in good family relationships? 

6. How can we develop managerial ability? 

7. How does the personnel of the home affect the management? 

8. How shall we decide what is important in home management? 

Problem 1. How is the Home Like a 
Commercial Enterprise? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Certain characteristics are common to both a home and a 

business. 

2. Many necessary business transactions are carried on in 

the home. 

3. The homemaker shares the responsibility of budgeting the 

income, keeping records of expenditures, and balancing 

income and expenditures. 

4. The home, as well as a business concern, has responsibil-

ities pertaining to management of people. 



5. The scheduling of work to be done is important in both 

a home and a business. 

6. The success of a home, and the success of a business de-

pend on the cooperation of all members. 

7. Management is as essential for the success of the homo as 

it is for the success of business. 

Approach. 

Homes and commercial enterprises have some characteris-

tics in common in that both have the problem of making lim-

ited resources yield the greatest possible results. Many of 

the same qualities that determine the success of a commercial 

enterprise determine the success of the home. In addition 

the home has certain emotional aspects which the business 

operating for profit does not have. These all contribute 

to making the management of the home and business different. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What characteristics are common to both a home and a bus-

iness? 

2. What business transactions are carried on in a home? 

3. What responsibilities in managing the money income does 

the homemaker share with her family? 

4. What personnel management situations are common to both 

home and business? How do they differ? 
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5. Why is a schedule of work important to both a home and 

a business? 

6. How does management determine the success of a home and 

a business? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Guidance charts found in Home Management by Lewis & 

Gross, p. 102-105. 

Activities for Meetings. 

List problems of homemakers that are similar to problems 

of business executives. 

Prepare guidance chart to help homemakers become more 

efficient in handling personnel situations. 

Activities for Home. 

Plan in the family council how you can increase your ef-

ficiency as a home manager. 

Evaluate the business methods used by your family. Im-

prove the methods used if possible. 
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Problem 2. What Shall Be The Family's Policies 
in Managing Its Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Willingness to modify present conduct for future security 

should characterize family policies. 

2. Honesty and fairness in all dealings is a good rule to 

follow. 

3. Conducting the home just within the law is not considered 

the most socially desirable procedure. 

4. The family should consider the advantages of cash and cre-

dit and determine which it will use. 

5. Prompt payment of obligations is a business and moral as-

set. 

6. The cooperation of all members in the family is essential 

in good management. 

Approach. 

Certain basic policies govern every family. Sometimes 

the reputation of the family depends on the principles which 



are adhered to in social, moral and business activities. The 

importance of the policies or principles which determine the 

action and attitudes of family members cannot be over-empha-

sized. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What are the basic policies which guide your family? 

2. How important is our willingness to modify our present 

conduct in order to have future security? 

3. Why are honesty and fairness considered essential poli-

cies? 

4. How may the Golden Rule be applied to the home? 

5. When shall we use cash or credit in doing business? 

6. In what way is promptness an asset? 

7. How important is cooperation as a family policy? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Picture of family council meeting. 

Posters that contrast good and bad policies that some 

families have. 

Educational film - "Alice Adams", excerpt. (money se-

quence). (Human Relation Series). 15 min. 16 mm. sound. 

Apply Commission on Human Relations, 45 Rockefeller Plaza. 

New York. 
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Activities for Meetings. 

Show educational film, "Alice Adams", followed by dis-

cussion of the policies of the family portrayed. 

List basic policies that govern many families. 

Activities for Home. 

In the family council discuss the policies which govern 

your family. 

Read an article in a book or a magazine which deals with 

home management and the importance of desirable policies. 
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Problem 3. How Do Economic and Social Forces 
Influence the Management of our Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Schools, churches, recreation, and transportation facili-

ties have a definite influence on the life of the family. 
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2. The business institutions in the community may influence 

the occupation of the family, the time family members 

spend in the home, the social life of the family, and to 

a certain degree the health of individuals. 

3. Economic and social forces influence the opportunities 

for employment and earning an income. 

4. The choice of a vocation may be determined by the eco-

nomic and social forces acting upon the family members. 

5. The standard of living is influenced by the economic and 

social forces acting upon the family members. 

6. The recreation of the family is influenced by the facil-

ities provided by the community, as well as by the eco-

nomic and social standards of the family. 

7. The culture patterns of the family members influence the 

choices of the family. 

8. The family members should develop the ability to adjust 

to the economic and social forces which are beyond their 

control. 

9. The community should be actively conscious of economic 

and social forces. 

Approach. 
Social and economic forces are continually influencing 

the home and its management. Some of these forces we cannot 
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control within the home as they are exerted by outside in-

fluences. Some social and economic forces can be modified. 

Each homemaker should recognize the existance of social and 

economic forces that play upon the lives of the family mem-

bers and should use her influence to direct them if possible, 

so that they will benefit rather than injure the family mem-

bers. Many social and economic forces are beneficial and 

others are harmful. The attitude of the family members 

should be such that even the adverse forces may be used ben-

eficially. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What are some social and economic forces that influence 

home management? 

2. What economic forces in this community affect your family? 

3. How do social and economic forces influence employment? 

4. How is the choice of a vocation often the result of social 

and economic forces? 

5. How is the standard of living influenced by social and 

economic forces? 

6. How is the recreation of your family influenced by these 

forces? 

7. What should be the reaction of family members toward so-

cial and economic forces beyond their control? 



8. What should be the responsibility of the community for 

directing the social and economic forces? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Posters or pictures which show the effect of social and 

economic forces acting on the home, such as abandoned sec-

tions of cities where industries have changed, slum dis-

tricts, churches, business concerns, parks, and other bene-

ficial forces. 

Show a picture of a neglected church or community build-

ing. 

Educational film - "If a Boy Needs a Friend". 15 min. 

16 mm. silent, rent $1.50. Harmon Foundation, Inc. 140 

Nassau St. New York City. 1939. 

Activities for Meetings: 

Show film - "If a Boy Needs a Friend". Discuss any sim-

ilaraties to situations in your community. 

Discuss how social and economic forces influence the man-

agement of the home, using illustrative material. 

List some social and economic forces acting in your com-

munity. 

Plan improvements for your community. 



Activities for Home. 

Read articles in magazines and newspapers dealing with 

social and economic problems. 

Discuss social and economic problems of your community 

with your family members. 

Direct as much as possible the social and economic 

forces affecting your home so that they will enrich the 

lives of the family members. 
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Problem 4. What Shall Be Our Standard of Living? 

Teaching Points. 
1. The standard of living may be defined as consisting of 

those goods and services which the family is accustomed 
to and which it considers so essential that it will make 
any reasonable sacrifice to obtain them. 

2. The education and early training of the parents largely 
determine the standard of living for their home. 

3. The family, kin-folks, neighbors, friends and comtempor-
aries influence the standard maintained. 

4. The standard of living should be in keeping with the in-
come of the family. 

5. Present wants, desires, and necessities should be care-
fully evaluated against future desires in setting up of 
the standard of living. 

6. The choices made by the family determine its standard of 
living. 

7. The family's standard of living should be carefully con-

sidered by all the members. 



8. The standard of living reflects the desires and aspira-

tions of the family members in relation to the money in-

come. 

Approach. 

A standard of living varies from individual to indivi-

dual, from time to time, from country to country, from class 

to class. It reflects the resources, skills and techniques, 

as well as attitudes and beliefs. Choice of furniture, ra-

dios, automobiles, and fresh vegetables, are a part of the 

American standard of living, as are certain other values in-

cluding physical health, cleanliness, conforming to and mix-

ing with the crowds. All of these help determine our stand-

ard of living. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What do we mean by standard of living? 

2. How does it differ from plane or scale of living? 

3. What are some of the influences which determine our stand-

ard of living? 

4. How can we keep our standard of living within our income? 

5. How does the standard of living reflect our desires and 

aspirations? 

6. Who should determine the standard of living the family is 

to maintain? 



Illustrative Materials. 

Posters or pictures showing various standards of living 

which are influenced by factors other than money income. 

Activities for Meetings. 

List the factors that influence the standard of living. 

Compare standard of living at various income levels. 

Activities for Home. 

Discuss your standard of living in the next family coun-

cil. 

In some book or magazine read an article that pertains 

to standards of living and discuss it at your next family 

council. 

If possible, plan a way to raise your standard of living 

without increasing your money expenditures. 
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Problem 5. How Can Home Management Aid in 
Good Family Relationships? 

Teaching Points. 

1. A well managed home provides a certain amount of order, 

regularity, and security for its members. 

2. The well managed home is livable and comfortable at all 

times. 

3. Good management provides a serene, encouraging, and sat-

isfying atmosphere in the home. 

4. The well managed home gives opportunity for the personal 

and social development of its members. 

5. The opportunity for all members to help plan and achieve 

the family goals results in better cooperation. 

6. The leadership and administrative ability of the parents 

help to determine the amount of cooperation secured. 

7. Home management gives opportunity for the development of 

leadership in each member of the family. 

8. Definite scheduling of work, rest, and recreation helps 

to develop a sense of adequacy and security. 

9. Planned council meetings serve as a clearing house for 

the family members. 



Approach. 
Do you recall with what joy you entered some home where 

neatness and cleanliness were present and happiness and good 

cheer were manifested by all the family members? Somehow no 

matter how busy some homemakers are they seem always to be 

able to handle unexpected situations with poise and gracious-

ness. Then perhaps at some other time you entered another 

home where disorder, irregularity and a lack of organization 

prevailed. There could be little chance in this home for 

serenity and satisfaction to prevail as no one seemed to 

know where to find his property or when to expect meals to 

be served. There was apparently no plan for doing work or 

for getting recreation. 

Good management should contribute to freedom from worry, 

comfort, and to the security of all the family members. It 

should give much to the home life of the family. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What does a well managed home provide? 

2. What are the indications that your home is well managed? 

3. Upon what does good management depend? 

4. How does a time schedule contribute to a well managed 

home? 
5. What personality traits does good home management foster? 



6. How does good management help bring about closer cooper-

ation? 

7. How can you substitute the family council for the method 

where parents make all important decisions? 

8. How does the family council function? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Pictures of family cooperative enterprises that show de-

sirable family relationships. 

Pictures or posters which show the value of good manage-

ment. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Demonstrate the family council method. 

Playlet contrasting good and poor home management - "The 

Family Dresses Connie". Gunselman, Myrtle and Kellar, Al-

thea. Household Economics Dept., Home Economics Division, 

Kansas State College, Manhattan. Mimeo. 

Compare good and poor home management. 

Plan score card to be used in evaluating home management 

Activities for Home. 

Introduce the family council as a method for control in 

your family. 



Read a reference on home management in a book or a 

magazine. 

Score yourself for good home management using the score 

card planned in the meeting. 

Discuss managerial problems with family members. 
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Problem 6. How Does the Personnel of the 
Home Affect Its Management? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The management of the home depends on the abilities and 

characteristics of those residing in the home. 

2. The age, sex, health, occupation, managerial ability, in-

come, and interests of the family members determines the 

amount of production in the home. 



3. Additional members, such as grandparents, infants, hired 

help, and boarders, require changes in the management of 

the home. 

4. The time required for the care of small children in the 

home decreases the amount of time allowed for other home 

activities. 

5. The health of the family members influences the amount of 

time and energy which can be used in work, in type and 

amount of recreation, and in the amount of rest required. 

6. The skills, techniques, and aptitudes of the family mem-

bers will influence the management of the home. 

7. The ability and judgment of the family members in finan-

cial matters influence the management of the home. 

8. The interests, hobbies, occupations, and time at home of 

the various family members affect home management. 

9. Family members who are able and. willing to assume respon-

sibilities according to their health, age, experience, 

and time at home make the management of the home easier. 

Approach. 

Children, grandparents, aunts, and uncles, or brothers, 

and sisters, may complicate or simplify the problems of home 

management. According to time studies made, mothers who have 

infants spend several hours per day in child care and train-



ing. Invalids in the home increase the hours of work. The 

interests, hobbies, and occupations of the family members 

all affect the management of the home. Where there are fam-

ily members skilled in mechanics or manual training, they 

can make a contribution to home management which is advanta-

geous from the standpoint of economy of time, energy, and 

money. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How may the home adjust to changes in the personnel of 

the family? 

2. How do additional members such as grandparents, hired 

help, infants, and boarders affect the management of the 

home? 

3. What determines the amount of production in the home? 

4. How does the care of children affect the time required 

for homemaking? 

5. How does the health of the family members influence home 

management? 

6. How is the management of the home influenced by the skills 

techniques, and aptitudes of family members? 

7. How do the ability and judgment of the family members in 

handling financial matters influence home management? 



8. What effect do interests, hobbies, occupations, and time 

at home have on home management? 

9. How can management of the home be made easier? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Pictures of grandmother's quarters that provide privacy 

including her equipment which she uses to pursue her own 

interests and activities. 

List of activities required for care and training of a 

young child. 

Activities for Meetings. 

List characteristics of family members that would influ-

ence management of the home. 

Discussion of personnel and its influence on home manage-

ment. 

Activities for Home. 

Discuss in the family council the necessary changes to 

make if some relative comes to spend a few weeks in your 

home. A year. 

Read case studies dealing with home management problems 

as affected by personnel of the home. 
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Problem 7. How Shall We Decide What Is 
Important in Home Management? 

Teaching Points. 
1. If the home is to be satisfying, it should serve the pur-

poses for which it was established. 

2. The home manager should plan, organize, and perform her 

work so that the major objectives of the family may be 

realized. 

3. The activities which are considered most important will 

vary with different families. 

4. The physical and mental health of the family members is 

of importance and should always be safeguarded in the de-

cision. 



5. An important function of the home is the care and train-

ing of children, and adequate provision should be made 

for them. 

6. Details concerned with home management should be viewed 

in relation to their importance in desirable home living. 

7. Family councils are helpful in evaluating the activities 

in the home. 

Approach. 

There are so many details in homemaking that sometimes 

it is difficult to know which ones are really the most im-

portant. So many activities crowd in upon the homemaker 

that unless she is able to put first things first, she is 

apt to be lost in the maze of things unimportant and the es-

sentials of a successful home will be lost or forgotten. To 

know what is most important is one of the first duties of the 

homemaker. Shall the house be kept immaculately clean with-

out a spoonful of dirt in the whole structure or should it 

be kept reasonably clean so that there will be time for rest 

A fatigued homemaker does not make a good companion for her 

husband and children. It is important that the homemaker 

should ask herself whether some of the responsibility she 

assumes should be shared with or by others in the family. 
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Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How will the objectives of the home influence its manage-

ment? 

2. How are family councils helpful in evaluating activities 

in the home? 

3. How will you determine what activities are most important 

in the home? 

4. Are the same activities of equal importance to all fami-

lies? Why? 

5. How can the home be made satisfying to its members? 

6. How important is the care and training of children in the 

home? 

7. How important is the maintenance of physical and mental 

health by all family members? 

8. What emotions should be manifested in the well managed 

home? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Posters or pictures illustrating certain important activ-

ities in the home showing their influence on home management. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Playlet - "Mother's Sit-Down Strike". Home Study Ser-

vice. Kansas State College. Manhattan. Mimeo. 

Discuss how to decide which activities are most important. 
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Activities for Home. 

Hold a family council and try to evaluate the plan your 

family now has for work and recreation. 

Read articles in household magazines or books in your 

local library dealing with important activities in home man-

agement. 
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Problem 8. How Can We Develop 
Managerial Ability? 

Teaching Points. 

1. A desire to be a good manager and a willingness to work 

toward this end are important. 

2. Ability to place first things first is essential in good 

management. 

3. The good manager takes into consideration the working con 

ditions and equipment at her command. 

4. The ability to cooperate and to secure cooperation from 

others are essential characteristics of a good manager. 



5. A sense of humor, self-control, imagination, kindness, 

appreciation, understanding, sincerity, and vision are 

desirable qualities in a good home manager. 

6. By listing the objectives in the management of the home 

the homemaker can evaluate the tasks more readily. 

7. A work schedule planned for a day, a week, and the sea-

sons and followed, assists one in accomplishing the ob-

jectives in home management. 

8. Knowledge and an evaluation of materials and conditions 

for work help in planning. 

9. Evaluation of the results of home management will assist 

in developing managerial ability. 

10. An interest in learning to do one thing well may lead to 

an interest in better home management in general. 

Approach. 

"To become a good manager one should study the needs of 

the family, consider the resources, make plans, live by the 

plans, check on the results and perfect the plans." 

The ability to manage a home was once thought by many to 

be the "gift of the gods". We have since learned that if 

we have normal intelligence we may develop managerial abil-

ity. Probably one reason some homemakers give so little at-

tention to home management is because they are working on 



their own time. There is no boss checking on their time or 

the results of their labor. It is easy to become careless 

and waste time and energy if one does not feel the urge to 

accomplish a definite amount of work. Again a lack of in-

terest may be due to overwork and fatigue which could be 

eliminated by good management. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How may an interest in doing one thing well be made the 

basis for improved management in the home? 

2. How may listing the objectives of the home aid in plann-

ing? 

3. What are some of the assets you have for managing your 

home? 

4. What are the personal characteristics of good managers? 

5. How does a good manager secure cooperation from others? 

6. How does a schedule of activities assist in accomplishing 

objectives? 

7. How does a knowledge and an evaluation of materials help 

one in planning the work? 

8. How can we evaluate the results of home management? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Chart - "Steps to a Well Managed Home", as given in Wood, 
Lindquist, & Studley, "Managing the Home", listed in refer-
ences. 



Time schedule planned for the day, the week, and the year 

Activities for Meetings. 

List steps to a well managed home. 

Discuss how we can develop managerial ability. 

Demonstration by the teacher on how to organize homemak-

ing activities to save time and energy. 

Activities for Home. 

Hold a family council to decide what your family wants 

most from its home. List these and plan ways of accomplish-

ing them. 

Make a schedule of work to be accomplished in one day, 

one week, and one year. 

Read articles on home management. 
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UNIT 3. MANAGING THE HOUSE AND ITS EQUIPMENT 

Generalizations 

1. The surroundings of the home are important in their in-

fluence on family members. 

2. A well planned house contributes to the comfort, conven-

ience and satisfaction of the family members. 

3. Well selected equipment saves time, energy, and money. 

4. Fundamental equipment should be selected and installed 

for convenience, durability, and economy of operation. 

5. Well arranged work centers save time and labor. 

6. Food preparation equipment and cleaning equipment should 

be durable, efficient, and conveniently located. 

7. Adequate storage space saves time and energy and contri-

butes to the attractiveness of the home. 

8. Good lighting contributes to the well-being of the family. 

9. Cleanliness in the home contributes to the health of the 

family members. 

10. Orderliness and cleanliness in the home contribute to 

the enjoyment of the family. 

11. Efficient methods of work save time and energy in house-

keeping. 



12. Renovation of the house and its equipment adds to the 

life and beauty of each. 

Problems 

1. How does the house influence the management of the home? 

2. How do the work centers in the kitchen and laundry affect 

the management of the home? 

3. How do play centers affect the management of the home? 

4. How can we make our home more livable? 

5. How do wall, floor and work surfaces influence the man-

agement of the home? 

6. How shall we choose and care for equipment? 

7. How shall we manage to have a clean and orderly home? 

8. How do the abilities and skill of the family members af-

fect the management of the home? 

Problem 1. How Does the House Influence 
the Management of the Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The proximity to church, business, school, to arterial 

highways, recreational facilities, shopping district, and 

the desirability of the neighborhood as well as sanitary 

conditions affect the management of the home. 
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2. The well planned house saves time and energy. 

5. A substantially constructed house in good repair makes 

management easier. 

4. The plumbing, heating, and lighting equipment should be 

well constructed and placed for efficient use. 

5. Adequate storage adds to the orderliness, efficiency, and 

privacy of the home and makes for efficient management. 

6. Floor and wall finishes should contribute to ease in the 

care of the house. 

7. The house should contribute to the health and safety of 

the family members. 

8. Money spent for housing should result in maximum satis-

faction to the family. 

Approach. 

There are many things to consider in the selection of a 

house. Many of the conveniences considered essential today 

were unheard of a century ago. As the activities carried on 

in the home have changed there have been changes in the hous-

ing needs. Before selecting a house consideration should be 

given to the family's needs for satisfactory living and ef-

ficient home management. 



questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What should you consider in the selection of your house? 

2. How does the condition of the house affect operating ex-

penses? 

3. How does the arrangement of the house influence family 

life? 

4. How shall the storage facilities be evaluated? 

5. Is the house safe from a health standpoint? 

6. How do the floor and wall finishes affect the management 

of the house? 

7. How shall we judge the house from the standpoint of econ-

omy and desirableness as a home? 

8. How is home management influenced by the location, size, 

and condition of the home? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Slides or diagrams showing houses with efficient arrange-

ments, adequate storage, desirable plumbing, heating and 

lighting facilities, and desirable quality of materials. 

Slides or diagrams showing houses in poor condition with 

poor arrangements, inadequate storage facilities, and inef-

ficient heat and water systems. 

Slides or posters showing houses which are unsafe from 

a health standpoint. 



Slides or posters showing fireproofing, screening of 

windows, and methods used to prevent accidents in the home. 

Samples of flooring and wall finishes. 

"What Price Safety". (Crime does not pay series). 2 

reels. 16 mm. sound, rent $10. Teaching Film Custodians. 

23 W. 43 St. New York. 

Activities for Meetings. 

List the points to consider in selecting a house. 

Consider charts, slides, and posters regarding arrange-

ment of rooms, and storage facilities in regard to efficiency 

in use. 

Consider the ways to judge the condition of the house. 

Score according to government rating system. 

Give a problem as a class activity and discuss the tilings 

to consider in judging the cost of owning and operating a 

home. 

Activities for Home. 

In your family council determine how much home ownership 

costs you. If you are renting how much would it cost you 

to buy the house you are living in? 

List the conveniences in your house. 

List the conveniences you would like to add to your house. 



How much would these improvements cost? 

Consider the location of your home in relation to the 

activities carried on by your family members. 

Examine the plumbing, heating storage, and lighting fa-

cilities of your home to determine their adequacy. 

Examine the house for fire hazards, accident prevention, 

and health protection. 
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Problem 2. How Do the Work Centers of the Kitchen 
and Laundry Affect the Management of the Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The maintenance of the health of the family members should 
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be considered when planning the location and arrangement 

of work centers in the kitchen and laundry. 

2. The kitchen and laundry should be arranged to save time 

and energy. 

3. The equipment used in performing tasks should be stored 

near the place where it will be used. 

4. In arranging work centers consideration should be given 

to all of the tasks undertaken in the work center. 

5. All furnishings and equipment should be arranged for com-

fort and efficiency. 

6. Proper heights of working surfaces lessen fatigue and in-

crease efficiency. 

7. The food preparation area should be near the place where 

food is to be served. 

8. A lavatory should be conveniently located in relation to 

the kitchen work center. 

Approach. 

Due to science and invention the function of the kitchen 

has undergone many changes since colonial times. Food is 

brought to the kitchen more nearly ready to serve than in 

former times. This has changed the location of storage fa-

cilities and increased the need for refrigeration. Formerly 



work and play were combined with kitchen activities; today 

work and play tend to be separate activities. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How does the location and arrangement of the work centers 

in the kitchen and laundry influence family relationships 

and home management? 

2. How does the arrangement of equipment in the kitchen and 

laundry affect the time and energy spent in these rooms? 

3. How will you determine the best height for your work sur-

faces? 

4. How will adequate storage for cooking utensils, dishes 

and food contribute to the management of the home? 

5. In what way does adequate storage for laundry equipment 

and soiled linen affect the management of the home? 

6. How will adequate storage for outdoor work clothing con-

tribute to the management of the home? 

7. Where should the lavatory be located in the farm home? 

City home? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Pictures, diagrams, or model storage facilities for 

childrens' playthings and outdoor clothing. 

Pictures showing desirable locations for play centers. 



Pictures or diagrams showing adequate storage facilities 

for the kitchen. 

Pictures or diagrams showing efficient arrangement of 

work centers. 

Pictures and diagrams showing proper and improper heights 

of working surfaces. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Group discussion on desirable qualities in housing. 

Reports may be given by members of the class on the fed-

eral housing bureau and other housing agencies, their func-

tions and operations. 

Discussion of pictures, diagrams, or slides which show 

good housing facilities. 

Comparison of good and poor housing facilities in regard 

to efficient management. 

Score a house for its adequacy in regard to a particular 

family, using the government's F.H.A.A. rating system. Check 

according to the check list for judging the construction of 

a house given in, "How to Judge a House", p. 85-85. Report 

of the Sub-committee of the National Committee on Wood Utili-

zation. U. S. Dept. of Commerce. Wood Utilization. 1951. 



Activities for Home. 
In your family council decide how you can improve your 

kitchen and laundry to save time and energy. 
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Problem 3. How Do Play Centers Affect the 
Management of the Home? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Space for recreation should be provided in the home. 
2. Play centers for children should, be located outside of 

the work areas but near enough for adequate supervision 
3. The play centers for the children should not interfere 

with the privacy and recreation of others in the family 

4. Storage for play equipment and childrens' clothing is 
necessary in the well managed home. 



5. Recreation facilities should make it possible for both 
indoor and outdoor play. 

6. Play centers should not be located near such hazards as 

open streets, highways, street car and railroad tracks. 

Approach. 

An anxious mother who must keep one eye on a child dur-

ing the day to give warning of possible danger cannot expect 

to be free from worry, and fatigue as long as this condition 

exists. Many needless steps could be saved if adequate play 

facilities were available for her child. Too many children 

have an inadequate play environment for their best physical, 

social, mental and spiritual development. Many cities are 

studying this situation and in a number of areas new plans 

for housing districts are being tried in an effort to im-

prove play areas for children. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. Why should every home provide some space for recreation? 

2. Where should play centers for children be located in re-

lation to work areas? 

3. What consideration should be given other members of the 

family in regard to play areas for children? 

4. Where shall we store play equipment and childrens' cloth-

ing? 



5. What provision should be made for both indoor and outdoor 

play? 

6. What are some physical hazards to be avoided in the loca-

tion of play areas? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Diagrams or pictures showing desirable recreation areas 

both indoors and outdoors. 

Pictures showing hazardous recreation areas which endan-

ger the safety of children. 

Diagrams or pictures showing adequate storage facilities 

for children's toys and clothing. 

Pictures showing improved housing districts that provide 

adequate recreational facilities. 

Diagrams or pictures showing desirable recreational areas 

in the home. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Show educational film, "Now I Am Two". (Judy's Diary 

series.) 30 min. No. 649. 16 mm. silent. rent $1.50. 

1939. Wisconsin. Conservation Dept., Madison, Wisconsin. 

Follow film with discussion of play areas and their im-

portance to family members. 

Compare diagrams or pictures of play areas in rural areas 

in the city slums, and in new well planned city districts. 



Exhibit storage facilities for children's toys and cloth-

ing and discuss their merits. 

Activities for Home. 

Plan, in the family council, ways to improve recreation 

facilities for your family. 

If there are children in your home rearrange work and 

play centers in your home in order to provide adequate sup-

ervision of children while they play. Eliminate as far as 

possible all hazards that endanger the safety of children 

in your family and neighborhood. 
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Problem 4. How Can We Make Our House 
More Livable? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The house, its equipment, and home grounds should contri-

bute to the development of desirable home life. 



2. The changes made should fit the particular needs of the 

family members. 

3. A recreation area of some kind should be provided in 

every home. 

4. Orderly and well planted home grounds free from rubbish 

and waste add to the sanitation and beauty of the home. 

5. The house should provide some privacy for each member of 

the family. 

6. Improvement of the storage facilities will aid in the 

management and enjoyment of the home. 

7. Adequate plumbing and heating facilities and proper ven-

tilation and lighting improve the healthfulness, effic-

ency, and livableness of the home. 

8. The beauty and efficiency of the house is often dependent 

upon the foresight, imagination, artistic ability, and 

practicability of its builders. 

Approach. 

Some houses have been lived in for generations, yet they 

are today practically the same as when they were built. Same-

times the people who live in them drive the latest model car 

and have the latest inventions in their business operations, 

but fail to introduce new improvements in their homes. 



Many improvements can be made in houses without spending 

a large sum of money. Foresight, judgment, knowledge, and 

ability to plan are important assets if one attempts to make 

the house more efficient. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What should be the basis for the changes made in the 

house? 

2. How can the improvement of the home grounds contribute 

to the home? 

3. How can our house be changed to increase the privacy for 

the family members? 

4. How can we improve the recreational facilities in our 

home? 

5. How will adequate storage improve our homes? 

6. How can plumbing, heating, lighting, and proper ventila-

tion facilities contribute to satisfactory home living? 

7. Upon what does a satisfactory and efficient house depend? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Slides, diagrams, or pictures showing attractive house 

and home grounds. 

Slides, diagrams, and pictures showing results of remod-

eling and a cost statement. 



Diagrams, slides or pictures showing how arrangement and 

storage affect privacy. 

Pictures of well arranged and homey living rooms showing 

reading and recreation centers. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss slides, diagrams, or pictures showing the changes 

that can be made to improve the houses illustrated. 

Give example of how to improve home grounds. 

Discuss the cost of improvements which might be made in 

a home you know. 

Show several ways to attain comfortable recreation and 

other centers in the living room. 

Activities for Home. 

Consider needed improvements in your house and estimate 

the cost. 

Read magazine articles on improvements in modern housing. 

Read in a magazine or bulletin a discussion on housing 

needs of families and how they may be met at low cost. 

In your next family council discuss improvements you 

hope to make within the next year. The next five years. 

Find out what these improvements will cost. 
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Problem 5. How Do Wall, Foor, and Work Surfaces 
Influence the Management of the Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The choice of finishes for the walls, floors, and work 

surfaces influences the livableness of the home and the 

amount of time and energy required in its care. 

2. Washable finishes are most suitable for kitchen and bath-

room. 

3. A soft light, either cool or warm color depending on the 

exposure of the room, should be reflected from the wall 

surface so that eye strain is avoided. 

4. Work and floor surfaces should be durable, easily cleaned 

and economical. 



5. Floor coverings for kitchen and bathroom should be resil-

ient and easily cleaned. 

6. Rugs should be durable, of good design, suitable to the 

room, and easily cleaned. 

7. The choice of finishes for the floor, wall, and work sur-

faces will depend on the cost, contribution to efficient 

management, and personal preference. 

Approach. 

The finish used on the walls, floor and woodwork affects 

the atmosphere of the home and determines the amount of care 

needed to keep them attractive and sanitary. Many desirable 

products are on the market at various prices, but care must 

be exercised so that those selected are the most desirable 

for the home in which they are to be used. Many factors 

should be considered in selecting wall, floor, and work sur-

faces. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What factors should be considered when selecting wall fin-

ishes? Wood finishes? 

2. How shall we select work surfaces? Floor surfaces? 

3. What floor coverings are suitable for living rooms, bed-

rooms, and sunrooms? 
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4. How does the selection of wall, floor and work surfaces 

affect the management of the home? 

5. How is health affected by the selection of wall, floor, 

and work surfaces? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Samples of floor, wall, and work surfaces in wood. 

Samples of composition, cork, and rubber products used 

for floor, wall, and work surfaces. 

Fabric and paper finishes for walls. 

Samples of tile finishes and other types of wall, floor, 

and work surfaces. 

Samples of finishes in various colors. 

Pictures of finishes used on floors, walls and work 

surfaces. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discussion of types of floor, wall, and work surface 

finishes. 

Comparison of advantages and uses of each kind, type, 

and finish. 

Determine the cost and efficiency of the various finishes. 

Discuss care of wall, floor, and work surfaces. 

Demonstration given by one of the class members on how 

to "lay" linoleum on floors and work surfaces. 



Demonstration by teacher of wood finishes suitable for 

floors, walls, and work surfaces. 

Exhibit homemade wax, furniture polish, and other home-

made preservatives for wood or other finishes. 

Analyze a home situation as it pertains to the selection 

of wall, floor, and work surfaces. 

Activities for Home. 

In your family council discuss the finishes you have 

used for walls, woodwork and floors in your home. Decide on 

changes you might make and how much these changes will cost. 

Read articles dealing with the selection and care of 

wall, work, and floor finishes in popular magazines or in 

references given by the teacher. 
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Problem 6. How Shall We Choose and Care 
for Equipment? 



Teaching Points 

1. The investment in durable efficient equipment should con-

tribute to the health and satisfaction of family members 

and it should be within the income. 

2. Stationary equipment should be selected for its efficiency 

and durability. 

3. Portable equipment should be well constructed, of durable 

materials, efficient, and easy to operate. 

4. Small equipment should be selected for efficiency, dura-

bility and ease of operation. 

5. The house should have safe and adequate wiring with con-

venient outlets for lighting and household equipment. 

6. Well selected equipment lessens fatigue, is an aid to 

good posture, and saves time and money. 

7. Equipment may be kept in good condition if it is cared 

for according to the instructions of the manufacturer. 

8. Proper storage, lubrication of wearing parts, and simple 

repairs made at home may increase the life and usefulness 

of home equipment. 

Approach. 

Well chosen, efficient equipment when kept in good re-

pair should lighten work and increase the satisfaction in 

home life. "A poor workman always blames his tools", is an 



old saying, but sometimes a good workman may really have 

poor tools and is therefore justified in complaining. Some 

people may be able to do creditable work with poor tools but 

most people can do much better work in less time if they 

have good working equipment. The care given equipment is as 

important as its selection. If equipment is carelessly used 

and improperly cared for it may soon lose its value. Con-

sideration should be given to both the care and selection of 

equipment. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How will efficient equipment affect the family life and 

management of the home? 

2. What should one consider in selecting equipment. 

3. How shall we select stationary equipment? 

4. What are the characteristics of efficient portable equip-

ment? 

5. How can we keep our equipment in good condition? 

6. How is the choice and use of equipment related to health? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Examples of equipment for cleaning, food preparation, 

food preservation, and laundering. 

Each member bring to class one of her favorite articles. 
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of portable equipment for cleaning, food preparation, food 

preservation, or laundry. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how to choose a special piece of equipment and 

how to keep it in good condition. 

Demonstration on the care of a piece of portable equip-

ment such as a vacuum cleaner. 

Demonstration on how to care for a piece of stationary 

equipment such as bathtubs, etc. 

Demonstration on the care of small equipment. 

Activities for Home. 

Hold a family council to discuss the possibility of re-

placing and repairing certain equipment in your home. De-

cide how improved storage space for equipment would contri-

bute to the satisfaction of your family. 
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Problem 7. How Shall We Manage to Have a 
Clean and Orderly Home? 

Teaching Points. 
1. A well kept house furnishes a desirable background for 

homemaking. 

2. A clean orderly house, if managed properly, contributes 

to desirable family relationships. 

3. Efficient methods of work make the care of the house 

easier. 

4. Family cooperation makes housekeeping easier. 

5. The plan of work will include the cleaning and care of 

the house. 

6. Since the manager and worker are the same person in most 

homes, manipulative skill and organization will make man-

agement easier. 

7. Adequate and well utilized storage should contribute to 

the ease of keeping the house clean and orderly. 

8. Proper selection and care of tools make housework less 

difficult. 

Approach. 

That "cleanliness is kin to godliness", we often hear it 



said. Many women become so involved in the multiplicity 

of duties that they find it difficult to keep their houses 

clean and orderly. Others may not be acquainted with the 

most efficient methods to use. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How does a clean and orderly house contribute to family 

life? 

2. How can we manage in order to keep the house clean and 

orderly? 

3. How is adequate storage related to efficient housekeeping? 

4. How may efficient tools contribute to cleanliness and or-

derliness in the home? 

5. How will a work schedule help in maintaining a clean and 

orderly house? 

Illustrative Material. 

Pictures, slides and diagrams of adequate storage facil-

ities. 

Pictures, slides or diagrams showing how to store clean-

ing equipment. 

Storage facilities such as shoe racks, hat racks, effi-

cient clothes closets, linen and bedding closets, and maga-

zine racks. 



Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how we can keep our houses clean and orderly. 

Demonstration given by a member of the class on the use 

and care of cleaning equipment. 

Demonstration given by the teacher on home made cleans-

ing agents. 

Demonstration given by members of the class on how to 

clean walls, floors, and ceilings. 

Show slides of proper storage of cleaning equipment and 

supplies as illustrated in "references" given below. 

Activities for Home. 

In the family council plan how you can improve the 

methods you use in housekeeping. Decide how a sharing of 

responsibility will lighten the work. 

Plan ways and means of improving your present storage 

facilities. 

Decide how much your family can do themselves and. what 

the cost will be. 
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Problem 8. How Do the Abilities and Skills 
of the Family Members Affect the 

Management of the Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Work done in the home should be done efficiently and 

should result in satisfaction. 

2. Increased manipulative skill may add to the enjoyment of 

work as well as to efficiency. 

3. By analyzing each task and finding the best way to do it 

one may accomplish his goals with less time and energy. 

4. The ability and manipulative skill of the family members 

will determine to a certain extent the amount and type of 

home production. 

5. Good methods of work are the result of careful evaluation 

of the factors involved. 

6. Decisions must be made regarding the amount of work to 

be done in the home and the amount to be sent out. 
7. The health and managerial ability of the homemaker and 



family members help to determine the quality and quantity 

of work done in the home. 

8. Good management takes into consideration the abilities of 

the family members and the methods to be used. 

Approach. 

"Man works from sun to sun, but woman's work is never 

done". There was a time when the quantity of home produc-

tion and lack of labor saving devices made the homemakers 

working day reach into the night when other members of the 

family were at rest or play. Today the well managed home 

has chosen equipment and secured the cooperation of members 

in performing the work which still remains in the home. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How can you develop a good philosophy toward homemaking 

activities? 

2. How may work be done more efficiently in the home? 

3. How can you develop efficiency in doing house work? 

4. What is the criteria for efficiency in work? 

5. How much shall we try to accomplish in one day? 

6. How will the abilities and attitudes of the family mem-

bers affect home management? 



Illustrative Materials. 

Exhibit of equipment made by family members to reduce 

time and energy in house work. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discussion of how to develop ability and manipulative 

skills in home activities. 

Read excerpts from bulletin, "It's a Family Affair", by 

Gertrude Humphreys. Good Living Series VI. Lesson No. 7. 

Extension Service, College of Agriculture, West Virginia, 

University, Morgantown, W. Va. 

Activities for Home. 

Plan, organize, and execute a task using efficient 

methods of work. 

Discuss with other family members the best way to save 

time and energy in homemaking. 

Find and read some articles dealing with home management 

and the development of skills in a woman's magazine or one 

of the references listed below. 
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UNIT 4. THE MANAGEMENT OF THE FAMILY'S FINANCES 

Generalizations 

1. In order to manage the money income efficiently, it is 

necessary to know what, when, where, and how to buy. 

2. A record of the money spent may help the family in evalu-

ating the results. 

3. Records of family expenditures aid in planning the budget. 

4. An expense record should aid in developing desirable hab-

its of expenditure. 

5. The success of record keeping depends upon the coopera-

tion of the family and the method of record keeping used. 

6. The "family council" is helpful in planning a budget to 

fit the needs of the individual members of the family. 

7. The methods used in paying for goods influences the use 

of the income. 

8. The consumer should know how goods are offered in the 

market. 



9. The consumer should know the desirable characteristics 

of goods she is purchasing if she is to choose wisely. 

10. Opportunities for investment should be weighed carefully 

before the investment is made. 

11. The way the money should be invested depends on the fam-

ily concerned. 

Problems 

1. What business procedures should the homemaker know? 

2. How shall we plan the use of our income? 

3. How shall we evaluate goods on the market? 

4. Shall we use cash or credit in our buying? 

5. How shall we do our banking business? 

6. How shall we keep a record of our family's expenditures? 

7. How shall we use the expense record to evaluate our ex-

penditures? 

8. What shall be our guides in investing our savings? 

Problem 1. What Business Procedures Should 
the Homemaker Know? 

Teaching Points. 
1. The homemaker should know how to evaluate the needs of 

the family and secure the cooperation of the family in 
planning the expenditures. 



2. The homemaker should know how, when, and where to buy. 

3. A knowledge of business procedures and a business-like 

attitude are of benefit when any business is conducted. 

4. The homemaker should know how to establish and use a 

checking and saving account. 

5. The homemaker should know the various types of credit 

available and develop the ability to evaluate them in 

terms of her needs. 

6. The homemaker will find information on how and where to 

borrow money a valuable aid. 

7. The homemaker will find information regarding the safety 

and earning power of investments an aid in establishing 

financial security. 

8. The family will find information regarding the suitabil-

ity of different types of insurance helpful in providing 

for the future. 

9. The making of a will which will leave an estate in the 

best possible arrangement for the heirs is an important 

duty to everyone. 

10. The money invested in a home is often wasted because of 

the lack of information about real estate values and the 

expenses involved. 

11. The homemaker should understand how the taxes the family-

pays are determined. 
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Approach. 
Are you one of those women who leave all the business 

management of the home to your husband or someone else? Do 

you know how to manage business transactions concerned with 

homemaking? These are pertinent questions for homemakers to 

consider. It may sometimes be necessary for you to handle 

such business transactions as borrowing money, investing sur-

plus savings, managing an inheritance, or arranging for the 

disposal of an estate. Both men and women should know cer-

tain business procedures if they are to maintain homes which 

are economically sound. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. What are the first steps in planning the expenditures of 

the family income? 
2. How will a knowledge of the market in which the homemaker 

buys aid her in wise buying. 

3. What attitude and business procedures should the buyer 
use? 

4. How should the homemaker use a bank account? 
5. How can the homemaker use credit wisely? 
6. How may the homemaker analyze the merits and demerits of 

a comtemplated investment? 



7. How should the family choose its insurance policies? 

8. How can you plan your estate to the best advantage for 

your family when you are gone? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Posters with samples of federal and state income tax 

blanks, real and personal property tax schedules. 

Mounted check books and monthly bank statements. 

Posters listing types of credit agencies, insurance 

plans, and some kinds of investments. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Show the film, "Protecting the Consumer", or a similar 

film, followed by discussion. 16 mm. sound. Rent from 

Association of School Film Libraries, 9 Rockefeller Plaza, 

New York City. 1938. 

Discuss the business procedures a homemaker should know, 

using as much illustrative material as necessary. 

Activities for Home. 

In your family council discuss business procedures which 

family members should know in buying a home by using credit. 

Discussion with your family attorney on how to plan your 

estate to the best advantage. 
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Read articles in reference books and popular magazines 
dealing with the buying of life insurance; making a will. 
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Problem 2. How Shall We Plan the Use 
of Our Income? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The cooperation of all members of the family is important 

in planning expenditures. 



2. The family council is a desirable method to use in plann-

ing expenditures. 

3. A budget is a device to make sure that the income will 

cover the things that the family wants over a period of 

time. 

4. The budget should be definite yet flexible enough to meet 

necessary and unforeseen expenditures. 

5. The budget should be reevaluated each year to meet the 

changing needs of the family members. 

6. The family should evaluate the past expenditures in mak-

ing the budget for the ensuing year. 

7. The inventory of food, clothing, furniture, and equipment 

is helpful in deciding what the family needs and desires. 

3. A net worth statement of the family's finances and a sum-

mary of the expenditures for the preceding year are the 

basis for planning a budget. 

9. The family should plan to set aside a portion of the in-

come for future security. 

Approach. 
How to stretch the dollars to cover the needs and desires 

of the family members is one of the chief problems facing 

homemakers. One homemaker said that there was no need for 
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her to budget her money as she never spent more than was 
necessary anyway. To plan the expenditure of money is as 
important as to plan one's work or to plan how to place the 
pattern on the material before cutting out a dress. The 
family should plan to make the dollars available cover the 
articles which the family considers most important. Regard-
less of the amount of money the wage earner provides there 
are some essentials that must be secured if the family wel-
fare is to be maintained. These essential items must be 
listed first in the making of a budget. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How may a budget aid the family in living within its in-

come? 

2. Why is the cooperation of all members of the family im-
portant in planning expenditures? 

3. How may the "family council" be used to plan how the in-
come shall be spent? 

4. Upon what are budgets based? 
5. How may an inventory aid in making a budget? 
6. How will a net worth statement of the family's financial 

status help in making next year's budget? 
7. How shall we make a budget for a family? 
8. How shall we evaluate the budget? 



Illustrative Materials. 

Samples of budgets and inventories and net worth state-

ments which have been used by homemakers. 

Education film - "Our Children's Money". 15 min. 16 mm. 

silent. rent $3.00. Harmon Foundation, 140 Nassau St., New-

York City. 

Activities for Meeting. 
Show film, "Our Children's Money." 
Discuss how to get the cooperation of the family members 

in planning the expenditure of the income. 

Discuss how to plan the use of the income. 
Evaluate samples of budgets and inventories and net worth 

statements. 

Plan a hypothetical family's budget. 
Use an expense record to show how it aids in budgeting. 

Activities for Home. 

Take an inventory of home commodities and supplies. 
Secure the cooperation of your family in taking an in-

ventory of the furniture and equipment in your home. 
Plan a budget for the family. 
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Problem 5. How Shall We Evaluate Goods 
in the Market? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Information concerning the characteristics of goods in 

the market is essential for wise buying. 



2. The consumer should know what she wants before going to 

the market. 

3. The homemaker should know the goods and services offered 

in the market together with seasonal fluctuations in 

quality and price. 

4. The buyer must be able to recognize quality if she is to 

buy wisely. 

5. Standards and grades are valuable aids in choosing the 

quality best suited to the use at the lowest price. 

6. Price is not a guide in evaluating quality. 

7. The consumer should take into consideration the time re-

quired for shopping, the energy consumed, and her trans-

portation in evaluating the cost of the goods. 

8. Personal shopping is a means of evaluating goods on the 

market more readily. 

9. Knowledge of available buying guides is helpful in eval-

uating goods on the market. 

10. Records kept regarding the quality, use, economy in op-

eration, serviceability, and price are helpful in deter-

mining future purchases. 

11. Informative labels aid in evaluating the goods offered 

in the market. 

12. Advertising gives some help in choice making. 



Approach. 

With the present methods of advertising and the multi-

plicity in variety of goods offered it is little wonder that 

we have difficulty in evaluating goods on the market. Some 

advertising is intended to confuse and deceive rather than 

to enlighten the buyer. One author has compared buying in 

the market today to the adventures of "Alice in Wonderland". 

The correct evaluation of goods requires much knowledge and 

sound judgment. The knowledge required is difficult, if not 

impossible, to obtain and as a result fair judgment may be 

exceedingly difficult. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. What information does the consumer need in order to judge 

characteristics of goods on the market? 
2. Why should the consumer know what she wants before going 

to market? 
3. How can the buyer know what is available on the market? 

4. How can the homemaker know if she is making a wise pur-
chase? 

5. How can the homemaker evaluate goods in relation to the 
money available and the price? 

6. How will informative labels aid in evaluating goods? 



7. How could standards and grades aid in making wise selec-
tions? 

8. What aid can consumers expect from advertising in choice 
making? 

9. How do records help in determining future purchases? 
10. What are some sources of information that may guide you 

in your buying? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Educational film - "Protecting the Consumer". No. 389. 

(March of Time). 5 min. rent. University of Iowa, Dept. 
of Visual Instruction, Iowa City. 

Educational film - "What's in a Dress". No. 687. 15 min. 
35 or 16 mm. sound or silent. loan. 1937. Women's Bureau, 
University of Kansas, Bureau of Visual Instruction, Lawrence, 
Kansas. 

Exhibit posters and pictures showing certain graded pro-
ducts available on the market. 

Use samples of buying guides to illustrate the kind of 
information consumers need. 

Provide records of canned food, toweling, and other 
household articles to show their value in wise buying. 

Show samples of good advertising; poor advertising. 
Show samples of labels which are informative. 



Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how to evaluate goods on the market using illus-

trative material suggested. 

Show film - "Protecting the Consumer", or similar film 

followed by discussion. 

Evaluate labels which class members have collected. 

Actvities for Home. 

Evaluate the advertisements in your local papers and in 

magazines. 

Compare present methods of evaluating goods on the mar-

ket with those suggested. 

Compare amount of information given on the labels of dif-

ferent brands of packaged foods. 

Keep records of purchases as an aid to future buying. 
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Problem 4. Shall We Use Cash or Credit 
in Our Buying? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Credit for consumers is of three types: open book credit 

given by retailers; installment credit provided by retail-

ers or finance companies; direct credit in cash as pro-

vided by small loan companies, banks and individuals. 

2. Credit unions offer a limited amount of cash at low rates 

of interest to a selected group who are closely associa-

ted. 

3. Book credit increases retail costs which the consumer 
pays. 

4. Before using installment credit, give consideration to 

the rate of interest, convenience, and plans of payment. 

5. Direct credit may be offered at lower interest rates, may 

be more convenient to use, and may be less apt to lower 

prestige. 

6. Payment in cash for purchases eliminates interest charges. 

7. The policy of the family toward credit, the size of the 



income, the period of the family in the life cycle and 

the objectives of the home, will determine whether it is 

wiser to use cash or credit. 

8. The reliability of the company furnishing the credit 

should be considered before credit is obtained. 

Approach. 

Cash vs credit is a subject which has caused many argu-

ments both among family members and among big business con-

cerns. Children soon learn whether the family policy is a 

cash or credit policy. In some families where charge ac-

counts are used at the neighborhood grocery, it is not long 

before even the smallest child lisps, "charge it to daddy". 

However, there are times when credit can be used to advan-

tage, just as there are times when it is a handicap. Families 

should consider the advantages of cash and credit when the 

home is established. Easy credit leads many individuals and 

families to buy beyond their means. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How shall the family choose the types of credit to use? 

2. What are the advantages and disadvantages of each type of 

credit? 

3. How do credit unions differ from other types of credit? 



4. How does credit increase the costs? 

5. What should one know about the company offering credit? 

6. How will the family decide whether to use cash or credit? 

7. How will the type of goods purchased determine the method 

of paying? 

8. How will the period of the family's life cycle determine 

the wisest method to use in paying? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Posters showing types and costs of credit. 
Posters showing some advantages and disadvantages of 

credit unions. 
Posters showing advantages of cash purchase. 
Charts showing rates of interest charged for credit by 

various agencies. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Compare types of credit with their advantages and disad-

vantages, and compare these with use of cash in buying. 

Activities for Home. 

Investigate the difference in the cost of a refrigerator 
when cash is paid; when the installment method is used; when 
borrowing at the bank to pay cash. 



Discuss with family members the advantages and disadvan-
tages of cash and credit. 

Discuss your family's financial policy in regard to cash 

and credit uses. 

Read articles on the uses of cash and credit and their 
advantages. 
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Problem 5. How Shall We Do Our 
Banking Business? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Commercial banking is the process of pooling and lending 

or investing the temporary surplus funds of the members 

of the community. 

2. A checking account is a convenience in handling the indi-

vidual's and family's finances. 

3. Strict business methods should characterize the use of a 

checking account. 

4. A bank account gives the depositor business prestige. 

5. Certified checks, treasurer's checks, traveler's checks, 

and bank drafts may be obtained at the bank and are con-

venient to use at certain times. 

6. The annual financial statement from the bank should guide 

the people in the choice of a bank. 

7. Your monthly financial statement from the bank should be 

studied carefully to avoid errors. 

8. Careful records should be kept by individuals regarding 

their banking business. 

9. Savings banks and savings accounts are of help to individ-

uals in the deposit of small sums for future security. 



Approach. 
Many women faced with the task of managing the business 

of the household, or of taking over their husband's business 

are at a loss to know how to proceed. Their inexperience in 

banking procedure is a handicap which they must overcome. 

Every homemaker needs information which will enable her to 

approach business institutions intelligently. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How may commercial banks aid your family in business ac-

tivities. 

2. What are the advantages of a checking account? 

3. How will the different types of checks and drafts facili-

tate the handling of money? 

4. What services does the bank render its customers? 

5. What will guide you in choosing a bank? 

6. How shall you interpret your monthly financial statement 

from the bank? 

7. How may records of banking business be kept by the indi-

vidual? 

8. What is the value of savings banks and savings accounts? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Checks, certified checks, treasurer's checks, traveler's 



checks, and bank drafts. 

Bank statements and balance sheets. 

Posters showing loans, discounts, and rates of interest 

charged. 

Postal savings bank or account coupons. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Discuss how to do banking business. Use illustrative 

material to explain banking procedures. 

Fill in blank checks and check stubs, and make adequate 

records of banking business of some hypothetical person. 

Activities for Home. 

Practice the use of good banking procedures. 

Discuss loans and other banking functions with family 

members. 

Keep accurate records of all bank deposits, checks writ-

ten, notes or loans and interest payments. 
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Problem 6. How Shall We Keep a Record of 
Our Family's Expenditures? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Records of family expenditures are valuable for reference, 

2. The success of record keeping depends on the cooperation 

of family members and business methods used by those 

keeping records. 

3. The type of account book chosen should be simple in form 

so that records may be easily made and summarized. 

4. The records should be summarized and evaluated at regular 

intervals. 

5. The method chosen for keeping expense records varies with 

different families. 

6. Children should participate or help in the keeping of 

records. 

7. The business records of the family should include current 

expenditures, assets and liabilities, money income, and 

the value of home produced products. 

Approach. 

To keep records of family expenditures is just as valuable 



and necessary as it is to keep records in a large business 

enterprise. Probably the reason more homemakers do not keep 

records is because there is no one person delegated to the 

responsibility. In a large business a trained person is 

hired as a bookkeeper, but in the home some member of the 

family must be trained to assume this responsibility. In a 

business concern each worker cooperates by keeping copies of 

bills and exchanges of money which are sent to the bookkeeper 

In the home the family members must cooperate by keeping 

bills and records of money exchange or credit so that the 

bookkeeper may have this information to record. Keeping rec-

ords is much easier if it is done consistantly and becomes a 

habit. Allowance for time required in record keeping should 

be deducted from the time required for other duties so that 

the record keeper is not assuming extra responsibilities by 

keeping records. Thus it becomes an established part of 

homemaking. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

I. How may records of family expenditures be of value to the 

family? 

2. What should the business records of the family include? 

3. Upon what does the success of record keeping depend? 



4. What type of account book should be chosen? 

5. How may summaries of family expenditures be used to ad-

vantage? 

6. How can we teach children to keep records? 

7. How will the method used in keeping expense records vary 

with different families? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Account books of various kinds; some blank and some with 

entries made. 

Summaries of records of expenditures and evaluations. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Discuss methods of keeping records. 

Use illustrative materials to show how records may be 

kept efficiently. 

Activities for Home. 

Discuss how record keeping can be used to good advantage 

in your family. 

Keep records of family expenditures for entire year. 
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Problem 7. How Shall We Use the Expense Record 
to Evaluate Our Expenditures? 

Teaching Points. 
1. The expense record shows the portion of the income spent 

for the various items. 

2. The expense record aids in evaluating the relationships 
between various classes of expenditures and between the 
planned budget and the actual expenditures. 

3. A summary of the expense record serves as a basis for 
next year's budget. 

4. Wasteful expenditures can be checked, by means of records. 
5. References may be made to past expenditures to learn 

date, place, and price paid for items purchased. 
6. Definite knowledge may be had regarding the amount saved 

or lost. 



7. An expense record is of value in making income tax re-

ports. 

8. A record may be used as a basis for future buying. 

Approach. 

Expenditures of income has a vital bearing upon the well 

being of the family and its members. Thoughtless and care-

less buying is detrimental to the prosperity of the family, 

community, and nation. 
Family expense records serve as a tool in measuring the 

last year's income and form a basis for future planning. If 
your family did not have the goods and services they needed 
and desired last year, how can more of these be secured next 
year? A careful examination of last year's expenditures by 
your family may show where substitutions can be made that 
will result in greater satisfaction from your income. 
Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What does the classified expense record show? 
2. How will a classified record of family expenditures aid 

the family in planning? 
3. How can an expense record help reduce wasteful expendi-

tures? 
4. Of what value is an expense record in settling disputes? 
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5. Why is an expense record of value in making income tax 
reports? 

6. How can a record be used as a basis for future buying? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Expense records which have been summarized and evaluated. 

Posters showing uses of expense records. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Show how the expense record may be used to evaluate ex-

penditures. 

Activities for Home. 

Keep accounts of family expenditures. 
Evaluate expenditures as shown by the records. 
Use records for reference in payment of bills, settling 

disputes, and in making out income tax reports. 
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Problem 8. What Shall Be Our Guides in 
Investing Our Savings? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The three primary attributes of investment are safety, 

marketability, and taxability. 

2. Investments include federal, state, and municipal bonds, 

common, preferred, and guaranteed stocks; securities, in-

cluding public utility, industrial organizations, finan-

cial institutions, real estate, and railroads. 

3. The selection of sound investments requires the exercise 

of care and prudence. 

4. Every investment, stripped of its protective coating of 

technical phrases, is essentially a bet on the future. 

5. The whole business of intelligent investing may be con-

cisely stated in five words - adequate safety with reason-

able income. 

6. Some legislation is designed to protect the public in the 

purchase of investments. 

7. The investment program suggested as most advisable for 

the average man comprises these distinct units: adequate 

life insurance, savings bank reserve fund, home owner-

ship, security investments. 



Approach. 

How to invest savings is a difficult problem. Invest-

ments which were believed sound and secure proved to be un-

safe during the recent depression. Probably there is no ab-

solutely safe investment. A study of the types available 

and the general precautions which investors should observe 

will be helpful. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. Why is it important to consider the safety, marketability 

and taxability of investments? 

2. What do investments include? 

3. What is involved in making an intelligent investment? 

4. What laws does Kansas have to protect the investor in 

bonds, stocks, securities, and insurance? 

5. What is an investment program that may be advisable for 

the average man? 

6. How would you prepare an investment program for a mechanic 

with a wife and two children, whose income is $750 a year? 

$2400 a year? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Bonds, common and preferred stocks, securitites, life in-

surance forms, copies of laws designed to protect the invest-

ing public, savings bank coupons, building and loan invest-

ments. 



Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how to invest savings, giving advantages and dis-

advantages of each type of investment. 

Illustrative material may be used to clarify discussions 

of investments. 

Activities for Home. 

Discuss investments with family members. 

Read articles dealing with investments. 

Secure copies of ratings of various companies in regard 

to their safety as opportunities for investments. 

Plan an investment program for your family. 
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UNIT 5. SHORTENING THE WORK HOURS 

Generalizations 

1. There are only 24 hours in each day for work, rest, and 

recreation. 

2. Time and energy must be managed efficiently if one is to 
get the most out of life. 

3. If one is to live abundantly, there must be time for 

leisure. 

4. Careful evaluation of the activities in the home is es-

sential in good management. 

5. Careful selection and arrangement of equipment reduces 

the amount of time and labor required for homemaking tasks. 

6. Family cooperation in carrying on activities of the home 

makes work lighter. 

7. A plan of work with its analysis enables the homemaker 

to evaluate her time, energy, and resources. 

8. Good household management in many homes is the result of 

careful planning. 
9. Many short cuts may be used to decrease the time and en-

ergy consumed in home activities. 

10. The cooperation of the family members is important to 

formulating a workable plan. 



11. Opportunity for individual development should be in-

cluded in plans for efficient home work. 

12. Good posture and suitable working heights reduce the 

amount of fatigue. 

13. Over-fatigue may affect one's health and destroy desir-

able family relationships. 

14. Certain tasks may be "dovetailed" and time and energy 

will be saved. 

Problems 

1. How does fatigue influence the health and happiness of 

the family? 

2. How may we prevent over-fatigue? 

5. How will maintaining good posture reduce fatigue? 
4. How can we save time and energy by careful management? 

5. How shall we plan each day for effective living? 

6. How can we arrange our working equipment and storage 
space to save time and energy? 

7. How can we simplify house work? 

8. How can the family cooperate to lighten the work in the 
home? 

Problem 1. How Does Fatigue Influence the 
Health and Happiness of the Family? 

Teaching Points 
1. Good health should give one a delight in work and a zest 

for play. 



2. The continually fatigued person may develop poor health. 

3. Prolonged fatigue reduces efficiency in work and decreases 

the desire for recreation. 

4. Fatigue may cause one to lose interest in personal devel-

opment. 

5. Family relationships are apt to become strained when the 

homemaker becomes too tired. 

6. Some activities are more fatiguing than others. 

7. The amount of fatigue may be influenced by the plan of 

work, the amount of work, the working conditions, and the 

use of leisure. 

Approach. 

"Tempests in teapots", usually occur at bedtime when both 

mother and child are tired. A mother who is over-fatigued 

finds it difficult to be cheerful and enthusiastic about 

things in which the family members are interested. She is 

more apt to nag and complain, and to be pessimistic if she 

is unduly tired. Continued fatigue affects the health of 

the homemaker as well as the happiness of the family. With 

impaired health efficiency decreases and the situation con-

tinues to grow more complex and less conducive to either 

good health or happiness. 



Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. What may be the causes of fatigue? 

2. How may the homemaker's philosophy influence her attitude 
toward work and play? 

3. How does the state of health affect one's attitude toward 
work and play? 

4. How does fatigue affect one's health? 

5. How is efficiency affected by fatigue? 
6. What influence does fatigue have on personality develop-

ment? 

7. How does over-fatigue affect family relationships? 
8. How may the homemaker reduce fatigue in homemaker activ-

ities? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Playlet or skit showing how fatigue influences the health 

and happiness of family. "Mother's Sit-Down Strike". Com-
edy. Extension Service, Kansas State College. Manhattan. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss the influence of fatigue on the health and happi-

ness of the family. 
Playlet or skit showing how fatigue influences the health 

and happiness of the family. 
Short talk by physician regarding the influence of fa-

tigue on health. 



Activities for Home. 
Discuss with family members the influence of fatigue on 

the health and happiness of the family. 
Read articles on fatigue and its relation to health and 

happiness. 

Have your family seek to find the causes of fatigue in 
the family members. 
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Problem 2. How May We Prevent Over-Fatigue? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Individuals should avoid becoming so tired that the state 

of fatigue is constant. 
2. Planning for the things that contribute to health helps 

prevent fatigue. 



3. Good attitudes are necessary to develop efficiency and 

reduce fatigue. 

4. Less energy is required to do work if good posture is 

maintained. 

5. Good equipment and proper working heights are aids in 

reducing fatigue. 

6. Leisure time properly employed increases efficiency and 

reduces fatigue. 

7. Family cooperation improves family relationships, in-

creases efficiency, and lessens worry and fatigue. 

8. By effective use of time and energy fatigue may be re-

duced to the minimum. 

Approach. 

With the increased tempo of modern life there has been 

a corresponding increase in fatigue. There are more things 

to do during recreation hours and an increase in high stand-

ards of living in the home. The result has been an increased 

demand for labor saving devices. In addition, many women 

are seeking new ways to perform their tasks and are asking 

for more help in home management. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What are the indications of fatigue? 

2. How does planning help to prevent over-fatigue? 



3. How may one's attitude produce fatigue? 
4. How is the amount of fatigue influenced by posture? 
5. How do equipment and working heights influence the amount 

of fatigue? 
6. Why should leisure time be planned in relation to kind of 

work done? 
7. How does family cooperation lessen fatigue? 
8. How does the wise use of time and energy affect the 

amount of fatigue? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Improved equipment to show correct height of table, sink 
and cupboard shelves. 

Sketches and pictures showing influence of equipment and 
the heights of work surfaces on fatigue. 

Sketches showing good and poor postures. 
Posters or pictures of leisure activities and their in-

fluence on fatigue. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Discuss how we may prevent over-fatigue. 
Demonstrate effect of equipment and heights of work sur-

faces on fatigue of the worker. 

Demonstrate how posture affects the amount of energy 
required. 



Activities for Home. 

Take steps toward decreasing fatigue by improving the 
equipment and heights of work surfaces in your home. 

Discuss ways to prevent over-fatigue in family members. 
Read articles dealing with health and efficiency in books 

newspapers, and magazines. 
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Problem 3. How Does Maintaining Good 
Posture Reduce Fatigue? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Posture reflects the mental and physical state of the 

individual. 



2. Good posture contributes to good health and personal ap-

pearance. 

3. Poor health may result from bad posture. 

3. Poor posture may be improved or good posture maintained 

by thought, management, certain posture exercises, and 

wise use of the body. 

5. Poor posture is usually acquired as a result of poor nu-

trition, fatigue, illness, incorrect heights of working 

surfaces, or faulty habits. 

6. The clothing worn may affect the posture of the individual 

7. Improvements should be made in poor working conditions 

which affect posture. 

8. Children should receive such care and training as will 

maintain good posture or will improve their present pos-

ture. 

Approach. 

Good posture which typifies good health contributes much 

to personal appearance. The internal organs are crowded out 

of their proper position when there is incorrect posture. 

Good carriage is improbable if not impossible when one has 

bad posture. Bad posture causes muscles to pull at angles 

which do not contribute to the efficiency of muscular move-

ment. Efficiency decreases as fatigue increases. 



Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. What does the posture of the individual reflect? 

2. Why should one desire to have good posture? 

3. How is posture related to health? 

4. What causes bad posture? 

5. How can posture be improved? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Posters or sketches showing good and bad posture and 

their relation to fatigue. 

Posters and pictures showing causes of bad posture. 

Posters or pictures showing how posture can be improved. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how maintaining good posture reduces fatigue, 

using illustrative material. 

Each person present should observe her position and 

change to one conducive to the development of good posture. 

Each person should rise and stand with good posture. 

Have the group practice posture improvement exercises. 

Activities for Home. 

Evaluate heights of working surfaces and equipment for 

their contribution to good posture. 

Practice methods of acquiring or maintaining good pos-

ture. 



Remove some causes of bad posture in the family members. 
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Problem 4. How Can We Save Time and Energy 
by Careful Management? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Time and energy can be saved by careful management and 

efficient methods. 
2. An analysis of the home conditions will aid in decreasing 

the time and energy used. 

3. Changing of work habits may reduce the amount of time and 
energy consumed. 

4. Wise choice and use of equipment will save time and en-
ergy. 

5. The arrangement and adequacy of storage facilities is im-
portant in the saving of time and energy. 

6. A workable household schedule is of value to the home-
maker in the efficient management of her home. 



7. The cooperation of family members helps in planning the 

best use of time and energy. 

8. Sufficient and well spaced rest periods increase effic-

iency in the use of time and energy. 

9. The time and energy saved should be used to increase the 

happiness and social worth of the individual. 

Approach. 

Time and energy can be saved through careful planning in 

relation to home conditions. Efficient work habits decrease 

the time and energy consumed in labor in the home. Farm 

homemakers as a group spend more working hours per day than 

the average city homemaker. Time and energy saved doing the 

work of the household may enable the homemaker to enjoy con-

structive leisure activities with the family. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How do careful management and efficient methods affect 

the time and energy required in homemaking? 

2. How may an analysis of home conditions decrease the time 

and energy used? 

3. How are work habits related to the time and energy con-

sumed? 

4. How may wise choice and use of equipment save time and 

energy for the homemaker? 



5. How does a workable household schedule influence the time 

and energy required? 

6. How is cooperation of family members related to wise use 

of time and energy? 

7. How are rest periods beneficial in saving time and energy? 

8. What shall we do with the time and energy saved? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Household schedules which are workable in certain homes. 

Pictures, diagrams, or equipment showing how the arrange-

ment and adequacy of working and storage facilities affects 

time and energy. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Use illustrative material to show how we can save time 

and energy. 

Demonstration by the teacher of good and poor work habits 

Demonstration by the teacher showing how the arrangement 

and adequacy of working and storage equipment affects time 

and energy. 

Playlet - "Wheels vs Heels". A comedy. Home Study Ser-

vice, Kansas State College. Manhattan. 9 p. Mimeographed. 

Activities for Home. 

Hold a family council in which your family discusses 



ways and means to save time and energy. Carry out the sug-
gestions as far as possible. 

Read articles in magazines or books on how to save time 

and energy in homemaking. 
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Problem 5. How Shall We Plan Each 
Day for Effective Living? 

Teaching Points. 
1. A plan of work helps the homemaker to make the best use 

of her time and energy. 
2. Records of the time consumed in doing the various tasks 

are helpful in making time schedules. 

3. The plan of work and time schedule will vary in every 
household. 

4. The time schedule should include the daily tasks, weekly 



and seasonal jobs, plans for personal care, and leisure 

activities. 

5. Rest periods to alternate with work periods should be 

planned in the homemaker's schedule. 

6. Interruptions are sure to come in the day's schedule and 

time should be allowed to care for them. 

7. Family cooperation aids in the making of workable plans. 

8. After the time schedule has been used it should be checked 

and improved to provide the most possible satisfaction 

for the family. 

9. Each day should provide some leisure time for all members 

of the family. 

Approach. 

How to have time to do the things one considers most im-

portant and most desirable is one of the problems facing most 

homemakers. The ability to organize one's work with suffi-

cient time for leisure and sleep has long been desired. Some 

women who have planned time schedules have become slaves to 

them. To make a usable plan for each day requires foresight, 

judgment, and experience in planning. Certain steps are 

necessary in order to make a plan which will contribute to 

effective living. 
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Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. Why should a homemaker plan her day? Her week? 
2. How do plans vary with different households? 
3. How does one know how much time to allow for various ac-
tivities? 

4. What should the time schedule include? 
5. Why should one plan rest periods? 
6. How will time for leisure activities increase the satis-

factions derived from the home? 
7. How can interruptions be taken care of in the schedule? 
8. How important is family cooperation in making workable 

plans? 
9. How can one improve his daily plans? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Time schedules which provide for adequate rest, recrea-

tion, and efficient management of work. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Discuss how we shall plan each day for effective living, 

using illustrative materials. 

Plan a time schedule in class for a hypothetical home-

maker. 

Activities for Home. 
Read articles on how to make plans for home living. 



Make daily, weekly, seasonal, and yearly plans. 
Obtain family cooperation in making plans. 
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Problem 6. How Can I Arrange My Working Equipment 
and Storage Space to Save Time and Energy? 

Teaching Points. 
1. "A place for everything and everything in its place", is 

a good rule to follow. 
2. The storage space should be adequate for the size and 

amount of equipment to be stored. 
3. By careful routing, the steps required to do a given 
piece of work may be reduced. 

4. Time and energy may be saved if equipment is near the 
place where it is to be used. 

5. Kitchen equipment should be arranged for proper sequence 
in doing tasks. 

6. All equipment should be of the proper height and arranged 
to save climbing, stooping, and needless steps. 



7. Time and energy can be saved in bedmaking if efficient 

methods of work are used. 

8. Dishes stacked and washed in logical order will save time 

and labor. 

9. Some step-saving kitchen equipment can be made in the 

home. 

Approach. 

A change in the arrangement of working equipment may save 

hours of labor and unnecessary walking in doing the many 

tasks involved in housekeeping. A critical eye and an ana-

lytical mind aid in planning for efficiency. If imagination 

is lacking and skill in planning work on paper is laborious, 

then probably the best way to determine the efficiency of 

the arrangement of working equipment is to try placing it in 

various positions and then use a pedometer to record the 

steps taken in doing housework. 

Adequate storage is helpful in saving time and energy 

and in maintaining privacy, good family relationships, and 

an orderly house. Inadequate storage facilities can almost 

always be improved if all resources at hand are taken into 

consideration. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How will the location of the storage facilities affect 



the amount of time and energy spent in homemaking activ-

ities. 

2. How shall we place our equipment and route our activities 

to save time and energy in preparing meals? 

3. How does sequence in doing tasks affect the arrangement 

of equipment? 

4. How shall we arrange laundry equipment for efficiency? 

5. How can time and energy be saved in bed-making? 

6. How shall we stack and wash dishes to save time and 

energy? 

7. What step-saving kitchen equipment can be made in the home? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Step saving kitchen equipment that can be made at home. 

Diagrams, pictures or posters showing efficient arrange-

ment of equipment and storage space. 

Display a miniature kitchen arranged to show the impor-

tance of grouping equipment to save time and energy. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Use the miniature kitchen to show good arrangement of 

equipment and storage space to save time and energy. 

The teacher should give one or more of the following 

demonstrations. 



Demonstrate how to make a bed. 

Demonstrate how to stack and wash dishes. 

Demonstrate efficient ways to arrange kitchen equipment. 

Demonstrate arrangement of laundry equipment. 

Demonstrate adequate storage. 

Activities for Home. 

Rearrange working equipment for greater efficiency. 

Improve storage in the home. 

Use improved methods in doing work. 

Read articles in books and magazines. 
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Problem 7. How Can We Simplify House Work? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Every homemaker should strive to find the best way to do 

the work of her home. 

2. Certain short cuts, or handy hints, are helpful in re-

leasing time and energy for other things. 



3. Working by the clock until the task is standardized or 
until a good way has been found may be helpful under cer-
tain conditions. 

4. A family bulletin board placed conveniently for all is 
valuable for leaving messages or posting duties. 

5. A household file for financial records, recipes, mimeo-
graphed materials, addresses, and other important details 
is helpful. 

6. A home repair kit is useful and saves time and energy. 

7. Paper towels and dust cloths, cellophane, and similar 
items have many uses in the home and are economical in 
homes where laundry expenses are high for cottons and 
linens. 

8. A list of helpful hints on short cuts that are time, en-
ergy, and money savers is good to have in a convenient 
place. 

9. There is a tendency toward simple living in the home to 
free time, energy, and money for personal development. 

Approach. 

Ways and means of simplifying home work with free time 

for rest and leisure are often appreciated by the busy home-

maker. Sewing, cooking, laundry, housekeeping, account keep-

ing and other household activities are made simpler through 



the use of short cuts or time savers. A list of short cuts 

is helpful to children who are learning to become future 

homemakers. The parent who takes time to teach simple and 

easy ways to do things is usually closer to her child spirit-

ually than one who merely scolds the child for his blunder-

ing ways. Just as children appreciate short cuts so do 

adults. To learn as many time and energy saving methods as 

possible should be the goal of every homemaker. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. Why do homemakers wish to simplify housework? 

2. What are some of the ways in which work could be simpli-

fied in your home? 

3. Of what value are short cuts and handy hints? 

4. Of what value is a bulletin board? 

5. How may a household file assist the homemaker? 

6. What is its value and what should a home repair kit in-

clude? 

7. How can paper towels, dust cloths, cellophane, and other 

synthetic products contribute to efficient housekeeping? 

8. What are some helpful hints that might be listed? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Home repair kit. 

Household filing cabinet . 



Small bulletin board. 

Paper dust cloths, towels, cellophane, and other helpful 
synthetic materials. 

List of helpful hints on poster. 

Activities for Meetings. 

The teacher will use illustrative materials and discuss 

ways to simplify housework. 

A demonstration on the use of a household filing cabinet, 

bulletin board, paper dust cloths, and other helpful mater-

ials will be given by the teacher. 

Activities for Home. 
Make a household filing cabinet, home repair kit, house-

hold bulletin board. 
List short cuts which can be used and then practice them. 
Read articles in books and womens magazines on short 

cuts to use in your work. 
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Problem 8. How Can the Family Cooperate to 
Lighten the Work in the Home? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The family council in which all of the family members 

meet and discuss family problems encourages cooperation 

and a democratic way of living. 

2. The family should plan together how the work is to be di-

vided. 

3. Homemakers should keep in mind certain points which make 

cooperation in work and play enjoyable while the children 

are being trained to take responsibility. 

4. The tasks assigned should be suited to the age, mental 

and physical development, and health of the individual. 

5. Family members may cooperate in planning definite time 

and work schedules for each individual in the home. 

6. The individuals contributing work in the home should 

recognize their contributions to family life. 
7. Family members usually consider it a duty and a privilege 

to participate in the work and play activities of the 
home. 



Approach. 

"Many hands lighten work", and this is true in all cooper-

ative family groups. To get family cooperation and partici-

pation is one of the aims of good homemaking. We often hear 

it said that we get out of anything just what we put into it. 

This is as true in the home as anywhere else. Children often 

love their home more after they have learned to contribute 

to its welfare. To rob a child of the opportunity to serve 

others is to cheat him out of one of life's greatest sources 

of happiness. It is easier to obtain cooperation if appre-

ciation is given for contributions made by family members. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How does the family council help to secure cooperation 
and lighten the work in the home? 

2. How can cooperation in work be made enjoyable? 
3. How shall we decide what each person is to do? 

4. How shall we plan definite time and work schedules for 
each individual? 

5. What attitude shall we have toward participation in work 
in the home? 

6. How can we provide opportunities for family members to 
participate in work and play activities in the home? 



Illustrative Materials. 

Time and work schedules for family members of different 

ages. 

Activities for Meetings. 

The teacher will lead a discussion on how family cooper-

ation can lighten the work in the home. 

Plan time and work schedules for family members of var-

ious ages. 

Activities for Home. 

Plan time and work schedules for members of the family. 

Provide an opportunity to have a family council to dis-

cuss certain problems now facing your family such as divid-

ing the work formerly done by a member of the family, who 

is now away from home. Each member should plan a daily and 

weekly schedule for himself. 
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UNIT 6. LEISURE TIME FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 

Generalizations 

1. The proper use of leisure time will develop the individ-

ual physically, mentally, morally and spiritually. 

2. Leisure is essential in a well rounded and complete life. 
3. Leisure time should contribute to the development of the 

individual. 
4. If leisure time is to count most in terms of enjoyment, 

refreshment and ultimate satisfaction, its use must be 

carefully planned. 

5. The welfare of the home, community, and nation is depend-

ent on the wise use of leisure time. 

6. Many desirable leisure time activities can be carried on 

by individuals in the home. 

7. Leisure time activities may be grouped into four general 

types as: doing things; creating things, acquiring things; 

and learning things. 

8. The temperament, health, occupation, and education of the 

individual determine the type of leisure activities most 

profitable for him. 

9. The kind of leisure time activities which one may enjoy 

depends to some extent upon the income, location, and ed-

ucation of the family members. 



10. One may learn to enjoy certain leisure time activities. 

11. The family that has learned to live and work, sing, 

read, play, plan, and pray together with satisfaction to 

all is reaching toward the abundant life. 

12. Entertaining one's friends and relatives in the home may 

strengthen the bonds of human relationships. 

15. The home and community should provide opportunity for 

the wise use of leisure time. 
14. Extending hospitality in the home may be a profitable 

means of using leisure time. 
15. Leisure time may be used to improve the spiritual life 

of the family members. 

Problems 

1. How can we have leisure time? 
2. How important is leisure time? 

3. How may an individual develop desirable leisure time ac-
tivities? 

4. How can I use my time to improve my status as a citizen? 
5. How shall we provide cooperative leisure time activities 

for family enjoyment? 
6. How may entertaining our friends and relatives contribute 

to wise use of leisure time? 



7. How may hospitality be extended? 
8. How may the homemaker manage her time and energy in order 

to be a good hostess? 
9. How can our community provide opportunities for the wise 

use of leisure? 

Problem 1. How Can We Have Leisure Time? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Leisure is a temporary state in which one is free from 

pressure of circumstances, obligations, or demands im-
posed by others. 

2. A desire for leisure time and a willingness to plan for 
it are essential. 

3. Good home management makes the provision for leisure 
easier. 

4. A good balance between work, rest, and recreation is es-
sential for maintaining physical and mental health. 

5. The planning, organization, and performance of tasks de-
termine whether or not there will be leisure time. 

6. Cooperation of the family members in doing the work of 

the home increases the time allowed for leisure. 
7. Time and thought should be given to the development of 

spiritual life. 



Approach. 

"All work and no play, makes Jack a dull boy", and it 

also makes a mother who is too weary to enjoy her family, 

friends, and life in general. Everyone needs leisure time. 

The demand for increased leisure has brought about legisla-

tion designed to shorten the hours of labor in industry. But 

in the home there is no legislation to protect the homemaker 

from overwork. Her leisure time must be brought about by 

her ability to plan, to work efficiently, and to organize 

her household duties on a time-saving basis. The homemaker 

who is a good manager is more apt to have sufficient leisure 

time than the one who is unable to plan and carry out a plan 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How may increased leisure for your family members make 

life more satisfactory? 

2. How may leisure time be increased for your family? 

3. How will the homemaker's attitude toward her home influ-

ence her plan for leisure time? 

4. How does good home management influence leisure time? 

5. What is the relationship between leisure time and good 

physical and mental health? 

6. How does the cooperation of family members affect leisure 

time? 



Illustrative Materials. 
Pictures or posters which show home tennis court, enjoy-

ment of music, picnics, etc. 
Playlet showing the busy housewife with insufficient 

time for leisure. "Mother Goes on a Sit-Down Strike". Home 
Study Service, Extension Division, Kansas State College, 
Manhattan, Kansas. Mimeo. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Playlet showing the busy housewife with insufficient 

time for leisure. 
Discuss how we can have leisure time. 

Activities for Home. 

In the family council plan work so there is sufficient 
leisure time for all members of the family. 

Secure cooperation of family members in doing work and 
providing for leisure. 
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Problem 2. How Important is Leisure Time? 

Teaching Points 

1. Well chosen leisure will give perspective on routine 

tasks and make life more enjoyable and worth-while. 

2. Leisure is essential for personal development. 

3. Leisure time is important for the emotional, mental, and 

physical health of the individual. 

4. Good mental and physical health may be the result of well 

chosen leisure. 

5. The welfare of the individual, the home, and the commun-

ity is dependent on the wise use of leisure time. 

6. An understanding of our environment plus desirable goals 

will help us to choose leisure activities wisely. 

7. The philosophy of the homemaker influences the enjoyment 

she gets from her work and leisure time. 

8. Leisure time is important in the understanding of family 

relationships. 

Approach. 

Studies show that many homemakers have too little leisure 

time. However, there is an increasing number of women who 

have too much leisure time. This group of women waste much 



of their leisure time in useless activity and become unhappy. 

It is the leisure hours that determine a person's moral, 

spiritual, and oftentimes his physical development. While 

one is busy working there is little opportunity to do de-

structive acts, but when one has eight hours each day of 

leisure, he has eight hours to spend either uselessly or for 

the good of mankind. 

An old saying, "An idle brain is the devil's workshop", 

has been a challenge for us all. How to use leisure profit-

ably is the problem facing many persons. The leisure hours 

after work should be productive ones for us all. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How does well chosen leisure contribute to our well being? 

2. Why is leisure essential? 

3. What should be the result of well chosen leisure? 

4. How is the welfare of the individual, the home, and com-

munity dependent on the wise use of leisure? 

5. How can we choose leisure activities wisely? 

6. How may leisure time contribute to a better understanding 

of family relationships? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Educational film, "Juvenile Delinquency". 8 min. 16 mm. 

University of Kansas. Bureau of Visual Instruction. Lawrence 



Newspaper clippings which show wise and unwise use of 

leisure time. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss the importance of leisure time, using illustra-

tive materials. 

Educational film showing need for constructive leisure 

time activities. 

List and discuss the ways leisure time is used in your 

community. 

Report by a class member on "Commercialization of the 

Home Through Industrial Home Work". U.S. Dept. Labor, Wash-

ington, D. C. 133. Womens Bureau. 

Activities for Home. 

Participate in community enterprises designed to improve 

the recreational facilities and their uses. 

Plan with your family for one of the following: a pic-

nic, a party, dinner for guests, parlor games, outdoor sports. 
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Problem 3. How May Desirable Leisure Time 
Activities be Developed? 

Teaching Points. 
1. A knowledge of leisure time activities and their influ-

ence on human behavior will assist one in evaluating 
leisure activities. 

2. An analysis of one's self often is helpful in determining 
the type of leisure activities which are most beneficial. 

3. A willingness to undertake and carry out new leisure ac-
tivities is fundamental to improved leisure. 

4. Leisure time may be spent alone or with others. 
5. An introvert should develop leisure time activities which 

give him social contacts. 
6. The too highly extroverted individual who has numerous 

contacts with others during the working hours should seek 
relief during a part of his leisure time in worth-while 
activities alone. 



7. An interest in music may be developed by studying music 

or by learning to listen to music. 

8. An interest in and appreciation of literature may be de-

veloped by reading. 

9. Participation in games and sports is a means of develop-

ing interest in outdoor recreation. 

10. Interest in hobbies may be developed by observing and 

evaluating the hobbies which others enjoy and by carry-

ing on a hobby of one's own. 

Approach. 
Desirable leisure time activities may be developed by 

anyone who is genuinely interested and has leisure time. A 
desirable leisure activitiy for one person may not be desir-
able for another of a different temperament or engaged in a 
different type of occupation. A farmer would hardly enjoy 
a game of golf after plowing or following a harrow all day. 
The city man who is compelled to limit his activity to one 
room and a short walk to lunch at noon, needs active exercise 
in the outdoors. The homemaker who goes on a camping trip 
and cooks three meals a day without conveniences can hardly 
be said to have a vacation from the usual work at home with 
poor equipment, while the city woman with paid helpers may 



enjoy roughing it out in the open. One must first decide 

what leisure activities are most desirable under the circum-

stances before setting out to develop a particular activity. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How shall we evaluate leisure activities? 

2. How does a personality analysis help to determine the 
leisure activities which are most beneficial? 

3. Upon what does improved leisure depend? 
4. What type of leisure activities should an introvert de-

velop? 

5. How should an extrovert spend his leisure time? 

6. How can one develop an interest in music and literature? 

7. How can an interest in outdoor recreation be developed? 

8. What place do hobbies have as leisure time activities? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Exhibit of hobbies and other desirable leisure time ac-

tivities enjoyed by individuals. 

Activities for Meetings. 
Each class member should report on his most enjoyable 

leisure time activity. 



Demonstration or discussion of leisure time activities 

exhibited. 

The teacher should lead a discussion on how desirable 

leisure time activities may be developed. 

Activities for Home. 
Discuss desirable leisure time activities with family 

members. 

Discuss hobbies with your family members and encourage 

each member to develop an interest in some hobby. 
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Problem 4. How Can I Use My Leisure Time 
to Improve My Status as a Citizen? 

Teaching Points. 
1. A good citizen contributes to the welfare of his home 

and community. 
2. During leisure time a good citizen acquires information 

regarding the activities of his government. 

3. The desirable citizen uses his influence for the estab-
lishment and maintenance of good government and wholesome 
community life. 

4. The constructive forces of the community are upheld and 
encouraged and destructive forces are routed where worthy 
citizenship exists. 

5. Participation in governmental activities which improve 
home and community life is characteristic of good citizen-
ship. 

6. The good citizen investigates the qualifications of poli-
ticians running for office and votes for honest, conscien-
tious, and intelligent officials. 
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7. A good citizen attempts to recognize propaganda and is 

able to think clearly and unemotionally when emergencies 

arise. 

8. A willingness to work for the welfare of the majority is 

a characteristic of a good citizen. 

9. True patriotism may be manifested as much during peace 

as during war. 

Approach. 

Good citizenship is influenced by the wise use of leis-

ure time. Too many people in America are content just to 

work, enjoy recreation and sleep, with no thought or prepa-

ration for participation in the maintenance of a functioning 

democratic government. Participation in community activities 

should be constructive for the individual and the community. 

When the majority of the people pay little heed to newspap-

ers which give facts relating to national well being and 

read only sensational news they are courting disaster. An 

uninformed citizen is a dangerous citizen. It is the duty 

of all eligible citizens to exercise the right of franchise. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. What is the responsibility of a good citizen? 
2. How may the use of leisure time aid in developing good 

citizens? 



3. What are the chief characteristics of a good citizen? 
4. In what ways should a homemaker participate in govern-

mental affairs? 
5. How does a good citizen decide for whom she will vote? 
6. How should we react in an emergency? 
7. How will true patriotism be manifested? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Pictures and posters showing how leisure time may be 

spent to improve citizenship. 

Clippings from newspapers showing failure and success 

of citizenship in communities. 

"John Doe, Citizen". 352. 15 min. 16 mm. silent. 

1939. Unit. rent. Bailey Film Service, 1651 Cosmo. St. 

Hollywood, Calif. 

Activities for Meetings. 
The teacher should lead a discussion on how the choice 

of leisure activities can aid in developing good citizens. 

Show educational film showing desirable and undesirable 
citizenship. 

Activities for Home. 

Discuss citizenship responsibilities with family members. 



Read local newspapers concerning matters of Importance 

to citizens of the community. 

Be a good citizen by assuming the responsibilities re-

quired for good citizenship. 

Express appreciation for specific contributions rendered 

to your community by certain citizens. Encourage your fam-

ily members to participate in the affairs of the government 

and public institutions as they may contribute to the well 

being of the majority of citizens. 
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Problem 5. How Shall We Provide Cooperative Leisure 
Time Activities for Family Enjoyment? 



Teaching Points. 

1. Parents should realize the advantages of group recreation 

and should make provision for it. 

2. Leisure activities should provide for self expression and 

relaxation. 

3. Cooperative leisure time activities exert a unifying in-

fluence on family members. 

4. The individual who spends some leisure time alone is a 

better member of the group. 

5. Inexpensive games and equipment may be purchased to pro-

vide opportunities for group activity. 

6. Picnics, tours, hikes, walks, camping and other outdoor 

recreational activities provide for wholesome fun and 

comradeship. 

7. Parents should cooperate with leaders and others in the 

community to organize and sustain character training ac-

tivities and organizations for their children. 

Approach. 
Many families seem to have lost or else they have never 

found the art of playing together as a family. They each go 
their separate ways seeking entertainment and happiness never 
seeming to realize that some times the greatest joy and hap-
piness is found on one's own doorstep. Many parents complain 
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that their children are never at home. Just as many child-

ren complain because they feel they cannot take their friends 

to their homes. Each one seems to be pulling in a different 

direction and none seem secure when together. A "we" feel-

ing should be developed in every home. Parents and children 

cannot understand each other if they never play together. 

To obtain family unity and family fun is a worthy aim for 

all families to strive toward. Love and understanding and 

family loyalty increase where family members work and play 

together in a spirit of comradeship. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How may play together increase satisfaction from family 

life? 

2. What are the training possibilities of group recreation? 
3. What should be the goals of leisure time activities? 
4. How may time alone be constructive for the individual and 

family? 
5. What are some inexpensive games and equipment which may 

be purchased? 
6. In what ways may your family provide some inexpensive 

group activities? 
7. How can parents get children to participate in such char-

acter training organizations as 4-H Clubs, Camp Fire Gir3s 
Girl Scouts, Boy Scouts, H-Y, Girl Reserve and others? 



Illustrative Materials. 

Games and other forms of recreation which can be enjoyed 
cooperatively by the family members. 

Articles and insignia of various children's organiza-
tions contributing to child development. 

Materials necessary for a picnic supper or some other 

type of cooperative recreation. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how to provide cooperative leisure time activi-

ties for family enjoyment. 

Plan a hike, tour, camping trip, or picnic supper for a 

class member and her family. 

Discuss advantages of various tools and recreational 

equipment on display in regard to its value in developing 

cooperative leisure time activities. 

Activities for Home. 
Plan with your family for some of the cooperative recre-

ation listed in class. 
Plan family cooperative recreation. 

Encourage children to join and carry on duties connected 
with children's character training organizations. 

Discuss with family members how to achieve enjoyable co 
operative leisure time activities. 
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Problem 6. How May Entertaining Our Friends and 
Relatives Be Wise Use of Leisure Time? 

Teaching Points. 

1. The family members may each know the friends of the other 

family members through entertaining in the home. 

2. Entertaining in the home offers opportunity for social 

development and relaxation. 

3. Entertaining one's friends in the home may give enjoyment 

with little expenditure of money. 

4. Cooperation of family members is essential for successful 
entertaining in the home. 



5. When children and adolescents entertain in the home par-

ents have the opportunity to assist them in maintaining 

wholesome recreational activities. 

6. Entertaining in the home should be in keeping with the 

income, accommodations, background, and health of the 

family members. 

Approach. 
Personal development is encouraged by the entertainment 

of others. To entertain others successfully requires think-

ing about others, planning for the happiness of others, and 

doing acts of kindness for the benefit of those entertained. 

All of this is desirable from the standpoint of personality 

development. The guest is permitted to share the home life 

and the companionship of a friend and he should gain some-

thing from this contact. The entertainment should be in har-

mony with and in proper relation to other family activities 

and in keeping with the income. Family members should be 

encouraged to entertain friends at home. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How may entertaining in the home contribute to the satis-

faction of the family? 

2. What will determine the kind of entertaining your family 

does? 
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3. How may entertaining in the home have educational value? 

4. Why must there be cooperation of family members if one is 

to entertain successfully in the home? 

5. How may children benefit by entertaining their friends at 

home? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Playlet - "It's Nice to Know You". By Margaret Hegstrom 
June 1938. Forecast Pub. Co. 140 North 6th St. Philadel-
phia. 

Party invitations, favors, and games. 

Inexpensive materials and equipment which may be used in 
the entertainment of others. 

Pictures and posters pertaining to the entertainment of 
others. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how entertaining our friends may be wise use of 

leisure time, using illustrative material. 

Plan an evening's entertainment which requires planning, 
initiative, and Ingenuity on the part of the hostess. 

Discuss the relationship between income and leisure ac-
tivities. 



Activities for Home. 
Entertain friends using a different method of entertain 

ment than you usually do. 

Encourage family members to entertain at home. 

Cooperate with family members when they want to enter-

tain at home. 
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Problem 7. How May Hospitality be Extended? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Hospitality may be extended by inviting guests into your 

home. 
2. Entertaining guests at meals may be a good way to extend 

hospitality. 



3. Picnics, hikes, clubs, tours, and car riding may serve 

as inexpensive methods of entertaining. 

4. Some extend hospitality through concerts, theater and 

other public entertainments, followed by refreshments. 

5. Through the serving of tea one may extend hospitality to 

one or a large number of guests. 

6. Dances, week-end parties, and receptions are often given 

for groups of friends. 

7. Physical activities such as games of golf, tennis, cro-

quet, badminton, volley ball, archery, shuffleboard, and 

quoits may serve as ways for extending hospitality. 

8. In pioneer days and today in isolated communities hospi-

tality is enjoyed through the sharing of labor. 

Approach. 

Hospitality may be extended in so many ways that it is 

difficult to list them all. The cleverness, tastes, money 

income, and ingenuity of the hostess will determine the best 

way for her to extend hospitality. Probably there are very 

few persons who cannot extend hospitality in some form. The 

tastes of the guest, and the facilities available help to 

determine the most suitable method to use in extending hos-

pitality. Consideration should be given to all the factors 

which will influence the hospitality shown. 



questions for Group Discussion, 

1. How have social and economic changes brought about new 

ways of extending hospitality? 

2. What are some common ways hospitality is extended in your 

community? 

3. What are some inexpensive methods of entertaining in the 

home? 

4. How may one extend hospitality by entertaining outside 

his home? 

5. How is the serving of tea used in the extension of hos-

pitality? 

6. How may you extend hospitality to large groups of friends' 

7. How may outdoor games and sports be used as a means of 

extending hospitality? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Table set for tea, picnic, or dinner. 

Posters and pictures showing ways hospitality may be ex-

tended. 

Equipment and games which serve as a medium through 

which hospitality is extended. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how hospitality may be extended, using illustra-

tive material. 



Demonstration of tea service or meal service by a com-

mittee of class members. Serve tea to group. 

Demonstration of home games that serve to illustrate how-

hospitality may be extended by some member of the class. 

Activities for Home. 

Extend hospitality to others. 

Make yearly calendar for entertaining in your home. 

Plan with your family to have guests in your home using 

one or more of the following kinds of entertainment: dinner 

guests, evening party, birthday party, tea, picnic, "week 

end" guests. 

Use a social etiquette book to learn accepted forms. 

References 
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Problem 8. How May the Homemaker Manage Her Time 
and Energy in Order to be a Good Hostess? 

Teaching Points. 

1. Good management is important when extending hospitality. 

2. A schedule of work and recreation assists in the accom-

plishment of plans. 



3. A good hostess is concerned with only important details. 

4. An understanding of the tastes and personality traits of 

the guests enables the hostess to make more effective 

plans for their entertainment. 

5. A successful hostess has her home situation under control 

so that attention may be given to the guests. 

6. The cooperation of the family members makes the managing 

of the work and entertaining of the guests much simpler. 

7. The hostess should so plan her time and energy that she 

will not be unduly tired when guests arrive. 

8. The hostess who is a good manager keeps expenditures for 

hospitality and entertainment in keeping with the money 

income. 

9. Simplicity in meal preparation and service frees time and 

energy. 

Approach. 

Anyone who has ever arrived in a home as a guest, before 

the hostess was ready to receive her, cannot but remember 

the embarrassment of both hostess and guest. To be able to 

so manage that one can devote attention to the guest is un-

doubtedly the wish of every homemaker. No one wants to be 

found bedraggled and weary by his guest. How to manage in 

order to be ready when guests arrive and to be at ease is 

the aim of every hostess. 



questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How may good management help the homemaker to be a good 
hostess? 

2. How may a written plan aid the homemaker in preparing for 
guests? 

3. How may simplicity aid in making entertaining a success? 
4. How does an understanding of the tastes and personality 

traits of her guests enable a hostess to make effective 
plans for their entertainment. 

5. Why should a successful hostess have her home situation 
under control? 

6. How does good management aid the homemaker in controlling 
the home situation? 

7. How will cooperation of family members affect the manage-
ment of work and recreation? 

8. Why should the hostess be rested when guests arrive? How 
can she accomplish this? 

9. Why should expenditures for hospitality and entertainment 
be in keeping with money income? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Exhibit of two menus suitable for guest meals in the 

home, a reception and a tea. 



Work schedule for the day when guests are to be enter-

tained at dinner. 

Planned recreation schedules for various kinds of enter-

tainment. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Discuss how the homemaker may manage in order to be a 

good hostess. 

Have a tea, serve buffet supper, or give a party to dem-

onstrate methods of solving management problems. 

Activities for Home. 

Use good management and plan in detail when extending 

hospitality. 

Discuss problems in extending hospitality with the fam-

ily members. 

Read articles on being a good hostess. 
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Problem 9. How Can Our Community Provide Opportunities 
for the Wise Use of Leisure? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Suitable recreational facilities are necessary for the 

development of wholesome character traits. 
2. Commercial recreation is provided for profit and may be 

detrimental unless wisely regulated. 
3. Beer parlors, night clubs, cabarets, taxi-dance halls, 

road houses, dance halls, and burlesque shows may exert 
a harmful influence on the community. 

4. The movies provide both visual and auditory education 
which may be beneficial or harmful depending upon the 
content and emphasis expressed or implied in the film. 

5. Libraries, concerts, addresses by able and informed speak-
ers, and art collections may contribute to the develop-
ment of the aesthetic senses. 

6. Avocational interest as plays, band concerts, orchestras, 
choruses and choirs may be stimulated by schools, churches 
and other community organizations. 



7. Provision for physical education and athletics may be 
made by the community. 

8. Activities which use home talent should be encouraged by 
the community. 

Approach. 
Spending together for recreation should make playgrounds 

parks, swimming pools, tennis courts, ball grounds, community 
centers available to all the families in the community. To 
get communities to realize that the provision for wise use 
of leisure time is a serious problem is often a difficult 
task. Parents caution their sons and daughters not to fre-
quent known disorderly and harmful resorts, but they fail 
oftentimes to unite with other parents facing the same prob-
lems in order to provide constructive substitutes. If par-
ents in the community were to meet together and set up social 
standards for young people or if they unite and work with 
the group of young people concerned in order to bring about 
better use of leisure time, some worth-while results might 
be obtained. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How will desirable facilities for recreation provided by 

the community help solve the "leisure time problems"? 
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2. What are the characteristics of desirable recreational 

facilities? 

5. Why must children have suitable recreational facilities? 

4. How may commercial recreation be detrimental to the com-

munity? 

5. By what means can the community provide opportunities for 

a well balanced recreational program? 

6. How can activities which use home talent contribute to 

wise use of leisure time? 

7. What are the values and dangers of movies? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Pictures or posters showing how communities have pro-

vided for wise use of leisure time. 
Newspaper clippings showing effect of harmful commercial 

recreation facilities. 

Statistics showing relationship of inadequate and ade-
quate recreational facilities to crime and its prevention. 

Activities for Meetings. 

Short educational film showing problems of inadequate 

community recreational facilities. 
Discuss ways the community can provide opportunities for 

the wise use of leisure time, using illustrative material. 



The teacher should lead a discussion on the needs of the 

local community for constructive leisure time activities. 

Activities for Home. 

Discuss wise use of leisure time with family members. 

Discuss with friends and others the need for more recre-

ational facilities in your community. 

Meet with the parents of your children's friends and de-

termine what hours children must be home, the favorable 

places for children to be entertained, and other aspects of 

wise use of leisure time. 

Read articles to determine constructive way to combat 

leisure time problems. 
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UNIT 7. THE HOMEMAKER AND HER PAID HELPERS 

Generalizations 

1. Courtesy and cooperation should characterize all the re-
lationships between the homemaker and her paid helpers. 

2. The homemaker and paid helper should be loyal to each 
other in their relationships with other people. 

3. The personnel and character of the family help are the 
bases for planning the time of the paid helper. 

4. The paid helper should have a definite understanding with 
her employer regarding wages paid, hours of work, type of 
work, and methods of doing the work assigned to her. 

5. The homemaker has the right to expect the paid helper to 
respect the privacy of the home. 

6. The homemaker should consider the physical and mental 
health of her paid help. 



7. The homemaker should recognize the importance of regular-

ity in the schedule of the paid helper and also the im-

portance of free time. 

8. The homemaker should be willing to pay a wage comparable 

to the time and energy required and the responsibility 

she expects the paid help to assume. 

Problems 

1. What qualifications should the paid helper have? 
2. How can the homemaker have desirable relations with her 

paid help? 

3. How shall the homemaker plan and organize the work in her 
home in preparation for a paid helper? 

4. How can the homemaker assist the paid helper to plan and 
organize her work. 

5. What should the contract include? 

Problem 1. What qualifications Should 
the Paid Helper Have? 

Teaching Points. 
1. Paid help should be cooperative, considerate, kind, in-

dustrious, loyal, and efficient. 
2. Skill in doing housework and managerial ability are de-

sirable qualifications of efficient helpers. 



3. The paid helper should be as neat and clean in appearance 

as efficient performance of duties will permit. 

4. A paid helper should respect the privacy of the home. 

5. A paid helper should have good mental and physical health 

6. Good character is especially important in paid help if 

there are children in the home. 

7. Desirable personality traits include cheerfulness, opti-

mism, good disposition, judgment, good personal habits, 

cooperativeness, initiative, refinement, ability to plan 

work, ability to anticipate family's wants, ability to 

follow directions, and an understanding of the value of 

money. 

8. Paid helpers who can perform and manage general housework 

efficiently are in demand. 

Approach. 

Many homemakers find it difficult to get helpers who are 

satisfactory according to a survey made by the United States 

Department of Labor. One woman stated that it is almost im-

possible to get paid help with both desirable personality 

traits and efficient work habits. There are some people who 

are very particular whom their children select for companions, 

yet these same people oftentimes give little thought to the 



character traits of the paid help in their homes. In a sur-
vey made in one of the southern cities it was found that a 
large percentage of the paid helpers in the home were suffer-
ing from contagious diseases. It is important that some 
consideration should be given to the characteristics of the 
paid workers in the home. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How will you get information concerning the qualification! 

of paid helpers? 

2. What qualifications do you consider important enough to 
inquire about before hiring a paid helper? 

3. What personality traits do you desire in a paid helper? 
4. What health requirements do you require in a paid helper? 
5. How essential are managerial and efficiency qualifica-

tions in your paid helper? 
6. What duties do you expect the paid helper to perform? 
7. How do the standards of your family influence the require-

ments regarding personal appearance? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Posters showing the desirable personal characteristics 
such as suitable dress, posture, and health. 

Pictures of a desirable room for the maid. 



Activities for Meetings. 

The teacher should help the class plan a score card for 

judging the important qualifications of a paid helper. 

Practice interviewing paid helpers who apply for posi-

tions, using class members as employers and employees. 

Home Activities. 

Score your paid helper according to the score card 

planned in class. 

Read one of the references given below regarding the 

qualifications for paid helpers in the home. 
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Problem 2. How Can the Homemaker Have Desirable 
Relationships With Her Paid Help? 



Teaching Points. 

1. Recognition of the privileges and rights of others should 

characterize the relationships of the homemaker and her 

paid help. 

2. An understanding should exist between the homemaker and 

her paid help regarding wages, free time, duties, living 

conditions, and marital status. 

3. A schedule of work is an aid in developing desirable re-

lations. 

4. The paid helper should understand the homemaker's prob-

lems and the homemaker should understand the paid helper's 

problems. Each should have a charitable attitude toward 

the other. 

5. The ability to see problems objectively rather than sub-

jectively should be developed by both the homemaker and 

the paid helper. 

6. Ability and willingness to adjust to others is essential 

for desirable relationships. 

7. The homemaker should be fair and honest in all her rela-

tionships with her paid helpers. 

Approach. 

Mrs. Blank says she can never find a paid helper who is 

worth her wages. If she finds one who can work efficiently, 
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invariably that helper will have a mean disposition, or else 

she finds one who can neither get the work done or be cheer-
ful in what she does accomplish. She has decided that all 
paid helpers are hard to get along with or else they are lazy. 

Mrs. Pinetree says she never has difficulty with her 
paid help. She always has generous and congenial workers 
and usually she finds that she can let them manage the whole 
house in her absence without any serious mishaps occurring. 
But she says, she takes time to explain the schedule of work 
and recreation with her helper so that they both know what 
to expect of each other. 

Surely there must be some reason for the opposite opin-
ions of these two women. Evidently the relationships exist-
ing between the paid helpers and their employers must be 
very different. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. What recognition should be given to the rights and priv-

ileges of the paid helper? 
2. What kind of an understanding should exist regarding 

wages, free time, duties, marital status, and living con-
ditions of the paid helper? 

3. How shall the paid helper know what duties she is expected 
to perform? 
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4. How does the ability to see another's problems aid in de-

veloping desirable relationships? 

5. What adjustments must be met by the homemaker and the 

paid helper? 

6. What do we mean when we say we have the ability to see 

situations objectively rather than subjectively? How 

does this affect our relations to paid helpers? 

7. How does the personality of the homemaker affect the re-

lationships existing between her and her paid helpers? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Posters showing the effects of desirable and undesirable 

relationships between the paid helper and homemaker. 

A picture of desirable living quarters for the maid. 
A chart showing the schedule of work, free time, or time 

on call. 

Activities for Meetings. 
List the reasons why there is a shortage of employees 

in domestic service. 

The teacher will lead a discussion on how to develop de-
sirable relationships which should exist between homemakers 
and paid helpers. 



Activities for Home. 

Read references given below on how to handle people, how 

to secure cooperation, and how to develop a desirable per-

sonality. 

Make a list of the desirable situations which exist be-

tween you and your paid help. Plan definite ways to improve 

your relationships and put plans into practice. 

Improve relationships between paid helper and homemaker. 

List the qualifications you would want your employer to 

have if you were a paid helper in some one's home. 

References 
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Ref. p. 471-497. 1931 

Problem 5. How Shall We Organize and Plan the Work 
in the Home in Preparation for a Paid Helper? 



Teaching Points. 

1. A list of the tasks to be accomplished in the home, their 

relative value, and the time required for each should be 

the basis for planning the work in the home. 

2. A schedule of the tasks for which the paid helper is re-

sponsible should be planned. 

3. The schedule should take into consideration whether or 

not the paid helper lives in the home. 

4. The family members should respect the schedule of the 

paid helper. 

5. Designation of the one person from whom the paid helper 

is to take orders results in better relationships and 

more efficient work. 

6. An opportunity for some privacy should be possible if the 

paid helper is to live effectively and work efficiently. 

7. The family should have a schedule of the work in the home 

entertainment of guests in the home, hours meals are to 

be served, and any other activities that might influence 

or interfere with the paid helper's work schedule. 

Approach. 

In spite of the large number of unemployed there is a 

scarcity of workers in domestic service. Many of the paid 

helpers in homes would enjoy their work if the work in the 



home was planned and organized efficiently. If family mem-

bers are irregular in their meal hours, if they fail to co-

operate with the paid helper by interrupting her schedule 

of work, or if they interfere with her hours for recreation, 

they must pay for their lack of consideration. No one can 

work efficiently under these conditions. Few can be happy 

working under such adverse circumstances. If the homemaker 

wishes to have efficient help in her home, she must organize 

her family members and the work she expects to have performed. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. How shall the homemaker organize the work that is to be 

accomplished in the home? 
2. How can the paid helper know what she is expected to do? 
3. What shall be the attitude of the family members toward 

the paid helper's schedule? 
4. How will you decide who shall give orders to the paid 

helper? 

5. How shall privacy be provided for the paid helper? 

6. How can social activities be planned so that they do not 

interfere with the paid helper's free time? 

Illustrative Materials. 

A schedule of the activities of the family that determine 
the paid helper's work schedule. 



Activities for Meetings. 

Discussion of the organization and planning of the work 

in the home in preparation for a paid helper. 

Work out a time schedule of the activities of a hypothet-

ical home. 

Plan the paid helper's share of the work in this home. 

Activities for Home. 

Make a schedule of a typical day in your home. 
Plan a schedule for family members including meals, time 

of arising in the morning and other activities which affect 
the work schedule of the paid helper, 

Plan a tentative work schedule for the paid helper in 
your home. 
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Problem 4. How Can the Homemaker Assist the Paid 
Helper to Plan and Organize Her Work? 

Teaching Points, 
1. The homemaker should help the paid worker to make a sche-

dule of her tasks. 
2. The homemaker should give clear and definite instructions 

regarding the way she wants the work done. 
3. Short-cuts in housekeeping may be taught the paid helper 
in order that she may save time and energy. 

4. The paid helper should be taught to dovetail tasks for 
efficient use of time and energy. 

5. The homemaker should help the worker find time in her 
schedule for adequate rest and recreation. 

6. Records of the time required to do certain tasks assist 
the paid helper in making a workable time schedule. 

Approach. 
Since no two homemakers have exactly the same ideals, the 

same problems and the same working conditions in their homes, 
it is difficult for a paid helper to know just what is ex-
pected of her. If a little time and thought is given to the 



training of the paid helper, more efficient work and more 

desirable relations should result. The paid helper who is 

able to plan and organize her work can do it in less time, 

with less energy, and with greater satisfaction. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 

1. How can the homemaker assist the paid helper plan her 
work? 

2. How will the paid helper know how the homemaker wants the 
work done? 

5. What short cuts in housekeeping may be taught the paid 
helper? 

4. How can the paid helper be taught to dovetail her tasks? 
5. How can adequate time for rest and recreation be provided? 
6. How can the paid helper improve her work schedule? 

Illustrative Materials. 

Time schedules which have been developed. 

Activities for Meetings. 
The teacher should lead a discussion on how to plan work 

schedules for paid helpers. 
The teacher should lead a discussion of short-cuts which 

can be taught to paid helpers. 
The teacher should lead a discussion of the need of the 

paid helper for rest and recreation. 



Activities for Home. 

Plan a time schedule with your paid helper. 
Try to help your paid helper in short-cuts and in dove-

tailing tasks. 
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Problem 5. What Should the Contract Include? 

Teaching Points. 

1. A contract between the homemaker and her paid helper 

should include the various factors which affect the re-

lationship between employer and employee. 

2. A written understanding regarding the conditions for em-

ployment is the best type of contract to have. 



3. The hours of work including "working time" and "time on 

call" should be listed. 

4. The type of duties required should be stated in the -writ-

ten contract. 

5. The contract should provide a wage in keeping with the 

skill of the worker, the responsibilities of the job, and 

the conditions under which work is to be done. 

6. Whenever the wages are to be supplemented by gifts and 

other renumerations the contract should include these 

provisions. 

7. The worker living in the home should have a comfortable 

room for her own use and convenient access to modern bath-

room facilities. 

8. Insurance against accidents arising in the course of em-

ployment should be carried by the employer. 

Approach. 

Business-like methods should be applied to the hiring 

of paid helpers in the home. Many misunderstandings arising 

after the paid helper is working in the home might have been 

avoided if a contract had been drawn up by the homemaker and 

signed by the paid helper. If each party to the contract 

has a copy for reference, there should be no misunderstanding 



the terms of the contract on the part of either one. 

Due consideration should be given to the contents of the 

contract so that the agreement will be fair to both home-

maker and her paid helper. 

Questions for Group Discussion. 
1. What should the contract between paid helpers and the em-

ployer include? 
2. What provisions should be made for living conditions of 

the paid helper? 
3. Should insurance against accidents be carried by the 
homemaker? 

4. What should determine the wages paid the helper? What 
wages should the helper receive? 

5. How many hours of work should the homemaker expect from 
the paid helper? 

6. What do we mean by "time on call"? What consideration 
should be given to the paid helper for time on call? 

Illustrative Materials. 
Contracts of various kinds. 

Blank contract forms to be filled out. 

Activities for Meetings. 
The teacher will lead a panel discussion on contracts 



between homemakers and paid helpers. 
Have each member present fill in a contract form that 

applies to a paid helper. 

The teacher will lead a panel discussion of "fair wages" 
and legal working hours for domestic workers in Kansas. 

Some member of the class should discuss insurance for 

paid helpers in the home. 

Activities for Home. 

Draw up a contract for paid helpers in the home. 
Apply as many of the suggestions given in the class to 

your own situation as possible. 

References 
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